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Editor’s Note:
Why Performance & Performativity when [insert glocal-economic-blatthat-makes-u-wanna-yatch-marrow-on-th-nearest-ATM-lobby-zombiewhenever-you-hear-about-it here]?
To motor works with an expectation of liquidating and localizing a permanent
revolution spun as performable or already-performing to get the you and whose
who’re me’d between us and them on the go and snapped spinning towards
inevitable topple, be it enviable or viable; ether. When a constellation of
persons & objects is rung into a ﬁeld of performativity, a resonance calibrates
in the spaces between said personas’ & objectives’ utility. But it’s too often
par for the course that our esoteric references to sparks are (by dint of
tempo-static loops) merely internalized — signed off into the invisible. A
movement from private to public [as a] central concern and a political action (1) & an
active dramatization of this socialization. (2)
The works published here range from writing produced through uncommon
modes of practice (live public talk — cheek; video capture — Yandrich;
xerograghy — Strauss; digital-to-print remediations of e-textual noise — PB;
serial/procedural composition — Hugill), documentation of live performance
(PTRS, Strauss), scores (Basinski, Iijima, Topel), scripts (Elrick, Perkins,
Mendoza, MacLeod), responses to poetry readings (Critchley), writing in
demand of opportunities for being thought through any number of possible
frames (Levy, Wallace-Hadrill, -3415, Wallace, Slosek), discourse on various
modes of performativity spanning the gap between the how-to-perform and
the what-can-it-perform (Basinski, Royer, Goodland, Tuma), to solicited
work made in response to the issue’s theme (Calton). The performativity of the
experiment is the insurance that the...community will trust the results enough to work
with them. (3)
The works have been selected on the grounds that they underwrite the kinds
of reorganizations of political will that come when our ideal breeder lifts hir
head for a break and the scroll ticking along the bottom of the screen in The
Situation Room states in less than ten words that Angelina Jolie’s structural
readjustment plans are more closely read than any post-textuality we could
literally bind. (4) Performance is a test of the reading community’s responses that
leads to further adjustments and new areas of inquiry. (5)
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And so take this, from Stuart Calton’s poem closing out the issue:
the long haul. Those vitamin supplements
people ﬁlling the gel capsules are
tonight themselves the gel capsules we must get
beyond. And tomorrow we went off on our
head decentering the polypolar lattice jauntily
yours in productive enmeshment nobody. T

If I’m left out reading a prescribed betaphysics taping shake as a proleptic
instruction manual for using the display-case tv’s remote to shank the biopolitical
elevator to a planetary zero, then Calton’s text is in part a reminder that there’s
work to be done before “tomorrow,” a plan of action (“decentering the polypolar
lattice”) that need be dispersed asap. Questions necessarily arise: What prototype
will we mimic in collecting conformativity? Who of us will accede to having “no”
“body”, interfaced with some identity as a generative leach? Sh. Etc. From this
angle, tomorrow is a question of how to produce enough noise from within Calton’s
“ﬁnal analysis” (in which “we’ve only got each other, in a / sense, to read”) to have
more than just literature between us, amping whatever mode of noise is capable of
raising the stakes beyond these texts. And from one of the angles pocked into the
surface of that angle, tomorrow is a question of performativity — the potential of
an organ to function as a fractal chunk of applied utopian vision’s ectropic glow.
With apologies for masking the context of the original email, Peter Riley has written
on a list-serv: “I think we’d understand poetry a lot better if we could rid ourselves
of glow” (10.9.05). Instead of exorcism, let’s read the works here as the transclucent
faces of a prism (6), for within such a geometry might be registered the logic of the
friction between glows, an assembled glow the conceptual site of whose visual would
range across all degrees of immanent mundanity in the wake of situating itself.
jUStin!katKO
July 2006
SOURCES: (1) Eric Mottram. “The British Poetry Revival, 1960-75” in The Scope of the
Possible. Ed Robert Hampson and Peter Barry. Manchester University Press, 2003. (2)
Bruce Andrews. “Poetry as Explanation, Poetry as Praxis” in The Politics of Poetic Form. Ed
Charles Bernstein. Roof Books, 1990. (3) Peter Middleton. “Performing an Experiment,
Performing a Poem: Allen Fisher and Bruce Andrews” in Additional Apparitions: Poetry,
Performance, and Site-Speciﬁcity. Ed David Kennedy & Keith Tuma. The Cherry on Top
Press / The Paper 3/4, 2002. (4) Thanks to Camille PB for real-time updates on Jolie’s
whereabouts. (5) Middleton. (6) Simon Kasif, Madhur Kohli, Jack Minker. “PRISM:
A Parallel Inference System for Problem Solving”. Paper given at the 8th International
Joint Conference on Artiﬁcial Intelligence. Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany;
August 1983.
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cris cheek
from the church – the school – the beer
Hi George
I’m at St. Peter’s House in New Orleans
in early March and it’s a sunny day. By
which sunny meaning what exactly?
I left out Burgundy, where this house is
located I’m leaving already.
Red streak decays beginning to become like
click blind
like (almost simultaneous click)
a one-way crossing an empty ahead razorwire bubble on the canvas turning into of
sweeping that shadow nod.
From a ﬂesh which could tender the overlaid
and under protected soil here.
From an inclination to gather and to go on
gathering likeness vents
had err
swept into the arms of a
wrapper becoming
rude picture of fresh
on that had crane today tuned
clean teams were western executive
iron-clad and ﬁnger-claw bouquet
ca-ko-ca (exhaust approaching).
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That among hard gesticulating male
drone overhead fort forming a rainstorm
dazzle as turning
into a drive imitating
a shower to siren new tone.
Hem pan
cracking open a living shell of thought.
Corner pocket
leaving the security
of spare entire and rodeo intact
though sparkling a corner
on which the Burgundians gather
to, oh I don’t know, patio reality
and plotting that living fresh humility
engaging Pinkertons to bill your time.
Mesh after mesh indicating
a conversation stop here by the wax musuem
public parking and and three-legged hullo
ain’t fff district worlds
in the best of all somehow that possible
happened protected by
three three three whose tending that cubed
gone in slacks to the world of trademarks.
I ﬁled a report on it and then got closer
in, you know, the sparkle from the works.
A rouge tagged pigeon hole and ofﬁcially
twisted before being discarded.
I wondered somehow how disbelief might
happen here in the arms of a mini-storage
as an oversized bloody mary
7

ﬂickering on the wall from
which Hurricane Broker shots
chewing gum
in an open
sanctuary
interconnecting splinters
and cliche lack of knot
achieving the smart understanding
foreclosure has curbed
an erratic
craftsman inducing the viewing of gold
on-line, so you can’t get at it alright.
I’ll take that warning attempting to bump up
the prices with a puzzled hip replacement
indicating increasingly windblown commentary
and the order of viewing had
known this decay had
deranged from an elegant
almost gifted fashionable
Lord of the Wall
deranged by supervisory distances despatched
a clammy wholesale compacted risk
increasingly piercing the shell around whose
rim which could be beaded
shit I’ve got something in my eye
dress up that red canal slim
it’s gone all
slam quizzical enterprise
gaps through rainbow closing down
desire
8

your ticket to the free guide loved.
In a unique oil picking nervously
then valeted anniversary
lift out that singular
breaking focus
to un-gentrify those frames another
beaded bough chips from ﬂattening screens
as sensible
stepping the milk of apparel
you know we’re gonna lean on where
sport that plus
plastic Naz
his disposable holding his book in his hands
a mirage could accommodate
a little fancy foot-action maybe
guiding the perfume
dream an addled elevator
random tantalising that
locker giggle driven
higgledy-piggledy by fantasy
she takes her hand away
translated from an animal jacket
through plaster
screened off
the evolution of the plottish
a scoop, from which
twelve killed and thirteen wounded
might develop a thread
of zydeco beads under construction here
the arm-in-arm menagerie of fear masked
9

fresh champagne in a cool climate on Friday
whose growing tradition, open to
created a button and clutching royale
had previously jogged
out of his memory
to give something of the cycle requiring
focus gone blind and walled this city
shaded to become
the openness of conversation interesting
breeze that forges contestable verging
on boiled prawn breaking out of spontaneous
footsteps shaped like a plangent
comparative jewellery
burst beneath bones
into galleries
that seek to integrate
treasures
of this
already accessory
Millennium

[transcribed verbatim from a video walk
March New Orleans, 2001]
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“Providing efﬁcacious and
exaggerated examples of life and
death since the new millennium.”
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“death is a lonely boy
death is a lonely voice”
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Laura Elrick
from Permeable Structures:
a Performance Essay in Stereo
[…]
One Voice Echoes Over PA:
Winter Soldier — a documentary about the Vietnam Veterans war crimes
tribunal in 1971 — a Marine is asked why he has decided to testify against
himself. After a ﬁdgety silence he replies: he wants people to know / so it
doesn’t happen to them / that the war “turned him into animal.”
Yet in watching the crowds of dazed, tearful, but deﬁant young men lining
up to speak about barbarities they had committed / glimpsing the horror
bred by their fear & euphemized by military culture / one begins to feel a
strange irony in this use of the word animal.
What is animal about us is not our ability to industrialize death, no — these
young men were teaching us what it means to become human. Oddly, it is
dehumanizing in the present epoch.
“Becoming” — is to be cultivated. That is, cultured, as are crops or animals…
through our thoughts, actions and interactions / that by turns form and are
formed by-and- through / the permeable structures of our social lives. What
enabled the transformation in these men / to indict the war machine that
made them? A highly developed oppositional culture. Just as a “highly
developed” military culture had enabled their barbarities.
Animal. Metabolic. Labile.
Descartes, famous father of Western instrumentalist thinking, nevertheless
retained the idea that there were animal spirits, “liminal beings” (little men?)
in our heads that made memory and movement possible by arranging our
brain ﬁbers / laying them down like tracks, which, once opened / would
travel in both directions, and criss-cross back and forth / creating the
14

possibility of associative thought.
The problem with this theory according to his detractors (aside from the
inconvenient physical aspect of course)? — the existence of such creatures would
undermine the moral authority of the individual.
Coleridge was outraged by the theory on such grounds.
But might these “animal ﬂickerings” be the dim beginnings-of-an-awareness /
that a community of beings is always moving through us?
The yogi (in this case the soldier) withdraws his mind from his own body and
throws it into the body of another.
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Two Voices, Rhythmically Enmeshed: Each Reads One Vertical Column
(Unison Is Bold)
§
Not to be cryptic but
Swollen
we think
warped

warped

Letters
windmills
tempos
jumbled

jumbled
can we hear?

Of GOD
notation
nothing more
Metal turns
turns
to conquer
to conquer
ourselves
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ourselves

Not-god brings
the sky down
the summits

(lie buried
in tedium)

Vulnerable
estates

estates?

Lustful
Blocks
property
stirred
into into the realm of
shadows
shadows
to that NO-grid
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§
Like receiving
a photo
of oneself
crosshairs
drawn over the face

Or a deck of cards
you’re the neighbor

Or maybe
you never
blacked-out?
choosing
to jump
so as not to burn

Your name
a FILE

a FILE
evidence

target
lists
how many?
18

If-then
economy

economy

you work
if you learn
save
if you save
Serpent –
– Future
Plan
Full Spectrum Full Spectrum
Being

Being

Should war

Should war

Once reached
zoon politikon zoon politikon
defeated
no need for bullets...
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A ﬁlm
magazine
book
poem
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§
What unfenced region
we
term
meadow
memory
with impulse

Attitude

Attitude

beckons

beckons
but no un-barbed
shades

Being
in it

in it
breezily

determined
no pure
no pure position
at all
is possible

is possible
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The globe
remnants

remnants
tangled
in
deserts

Their babies
conquest
in perpetuum?
useful allotments

Pursuit
I own less
than myself
Adhere
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in sooth
I own less
than myself
Adhere

§
Yet isn’t
utter autonomy
oppressive too?

utter autonomy

Isn’t
mean on principle on principle
self-industrious
to bootstrap
punk

self-industrious
punk

a strange reverse?
strange reverse?

Under such
claims
Tropical
Caudillo

Tropical
Caudillo

because some
state its
strange

state it’s
strange

struggles
reform
the soldiers
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If oligarch

oligarch

then thug

thug

But the corporate press can’t
what are the odds?
wealth
the same
make it known
it’s true!

thrown
it’s true!

The hemisphere
denounced
an abuse
an abuse
for giving books and loans…?
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Peter

Peter

Kropotkin

Kropotkin

The country
we recall
(the country
we recall)
blooming
is a free society is a free society

But
the detectives
arrive
and leads us
away
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§
Cartographers of reasonable doom
blind spot:

blind spot:

war

war

Flames
ﬂames
by the wind
be cooled

be cooled
cinders

autumn

As if
you turned
and glimmered
knew
oblique
longings
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oblique
longings

Grief
shame
tax
death
tossed
is tagged

Not
in you
things
AVOID
around you

Phone rings
stress
busy
Dear ___:

Dear ___:
take that

why not
you
tire
someplace
more
Tropical

Tropical
27

Look

Look

get
thusly

Flaunting
distracted
and petals
the woman
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Daisy Levy
Taken from the “Memo Concerning Conduct from Drawers and Files”
all writing must critique some form
center-spaced and justified flush to
one-quarter note whenever acute
pains take coffee to conceal
–don’t think things through too much–
pockets may not be patriotic
remove gender whenever acute
middle class love will be material
permitted of all aspects encroaching
commercial pains to conceal the
center space justify addressing
negative light take eye pockets
secret does not finally end with
orange after red
–according to the proscribed format in section B-37–
brotherhood references must be
prior by official jury hearing in
triplicate orange not naturally
approved materials will be removed
and critique acute writing
–in the following year’s annual Canon of Phrases, Hymns, Lyrics, and Verses–
public prayer will release stanza
guidelines in states of physical
failure to appropriate etymology
results
semi-quarterly
union
negotiations produce rules in three
nevers referring to anyone who has
succeeded, and never to precedents,
antecedents, or duringcedents
–when you cannot breathe properly, fill out the form–
29

Mike Wallace-Hadrill
RAPE OF THE EWOK

MASSIVE the mesopotamian dusk-sprite SPRAY
over cynical back-projection JPEG contused
FLOAT-OUT zoom penitently glow
against disqualiﬁed pleasure ego is an
ZONED
ZONED-OUT on thundering
pterodactyl shit your girlfriend slamdunk
ﬂutter undoable arab through toast oil punctures
ZONED-OUT stung sunset ﬂips up a cloud
deﬂates us protonpack rain quicktime vestigial
booby traps yet bravely she pads bristling
atavistically the annexed Cuban sunburst north
affective disinvestment is an utopian screensaver
DUB smokebomb jive in ray tank or porcelain
badgers recumbent fucked silly interpenetrating
disposal LOVE doc leaf GUM UP anthia shoals
puked across her emo backpack contrition DUB
ZELDA twats the dolphin-roast JPEG partition
her little tear-ducts crackle an escapade FLU
hydrofoil booms SMIRK GASSES power-nap
indigo superlative for hookah irritant MASSIVE
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Her Rice-Sheets Squealing Fatima

Nerf sidewinder pour L’Ewok casing next
plagiarised Herodutus prank, i.e. he faxes
vimto-sabre ﬂexing I don’t know, Mingus
spring, I_ everything alright is raped by bracken
(sotto voce)
In democratizing the digi-frig lived-in look,
my sandpit is administered better than yours
Sorry fucking excuse for orca-ﬂoats, Jose
yeahyeah how your iCOCKBLOCK grew
some off the helipad, and mandarin besides
be off snarks, inﬁdel high-ﬁves ﬁzzy again
We torched the joy of thrift, each cherub
kneecapped with ramen, each bag totemized
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Stephen Perkins
Why we eat Kellogg’s Corn Flakes and
what you should know about degeneracy theory

This piece is performed while sitting at a table facing the audience. The two places on
either side of me have been set and I invite two audience members to join me. Milk, bowls,
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, sugar & spoons are provided. I eat spoonfuls of Kellogg’s between
reading out short texts that have been fastened to a wool thread that is pulled out from the
cereal box.
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Degeneracy theory replaced its predecessor, demon-possession theory, as a
multipurpose theory of disease. It dominated medicine without challenge until
germ theory encroached upon it in the 1870’s, and opened the door to scientiﬁc
theories of the cause of disease. For over a century, degeneracy theory had been
used to explain just about every ill except fractures and wounds — and even then
it served to explain defective or impaired healing.

‡
The two great cornerstones of degeneracy theory are the secret vice and the social
vice, masturbation and prostitution, respectively. Both wasted the vital ﬂuid,
semen, which was believed to be made from the most precious drops of the blood.
They also overstimulated and drained the nervous system from lustful thoughts
and carnal desire.

‡
The most articulate exponent of this theory was a Swiss physician, Simon Andre
Tissot (1728-1797). By assimilating degeneracy theory into the medical teaching
of the day, he gave it medical respectability and immense inﬂuence that persists
even to the present. The ﬁrst edition of his book “A Treatise on the Diseases
Produced by Onanism,” was published in 1758. Tissot believed that all sexual
activity was dangerous because it forced blood to rush to the head, leaving too little
in the rest of the body, so that nerves and other vital tissues slowly degenerated.
In keeping with the scientiﬁc knowledge of his time, he was certain that this form
of nerve damage caused insanity.

‡
Women really did not ﬁt into degeneracy theory, since they do not lose a vital ﬂuid
corresponding to semen. However, lust saved the day, since women as well as
men could degenerate themselves harboring the thoughts and fantasies of carnal
desire that drove them into the excesses of the secret or the social vice, awake or
in dreams.

‡
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Our modern belief in immediate circumcision of newborn males is partly
a carryover from the Victorian conviction that this surgery discouraged
masturbation. The foreskin made the penis difﬁcult to wash, and the removal
of it lessened the amount of time the genitals had to be handled.

‡
The 19th century medical profession in America attacked masturbation with
zest. The battle was fought on two main fronts — diet and physical constraint.
Gravies, alcohol, oysters, salt, pepper, ﬁsh, jelly, chocolate, ginger, and coffee
were forbidden to masturbators (both male and female) as it was thought that
they irritated the nerves and increased sexual desire.

‡
Vatican declaration on sexual ethics, 12/29/75 …. Masturbation is an
intrinsically and seriously disordered act…even if it cannot be proved that
Scripture condemns this sin by name, the tradition of the Church has rightly
understood it to be condemned in the New Testament when the latter speak
of “impurity,” “unchasteness” and “other vices contrary to chastity and
continence.”

‡
According to the ancient Egyptians the world was believed to have been
created through an act of divine masturbation by the God Atum, whose
hand was his celestial spouse. The earth god Geb is sometimes depicted as
performing autofellation.

‡
Masturbation can be deﬁned as sexual self-pleasuring that involves some form
of direct physical stimulation. Most often, masturbation is done by rubbing,
stroking, fondling, squeezing, or otherwise stimulating the genitals, but it can
also be carried out by self-stimulation of other body parts such as the breasts,
the inner thighs, or the anus. The term masturbation refers to the act of selfstimulation without regard to the outcome; that is, sexual self-stimulation need
not lead to orgasm to be masturbation.
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‡
Some masturbatory myths…
1. Masturbation is sinful
2. Masturbation is unnatural
3. Masturbation may be a part of growing up, but adults who masturbate are
psychologically immature
4. Masturbation tends to be habit-forming and may prevent the development of
healthy sexual functioning

‡
As recently as 1930, a medical authority continued to warn of the dangers of
“onanism” which could lurk in activities like rope-climbing, bicycle riding, or
running a sewing machine. He argued that this “path leads to imbecility and
premature senility,” “loss of spirit,” “apathy,” “languor,” “irritability,” “headaches,”
“neuralgias,” “dimness of vision,” “hair on the palm of your hand,” and so on.

‡
In America the ﬁrst public crusader for degeneracy theory was the Rev. Sylvester
Graham. The three big principles of his health crusade, in the 1830’s, were food,
ﬁtness, and abstinence. His name has become associated with Graham crackers,
which being sweetened, would not have been included in his brown-ﬂour diet.

‡
A disciple of the Rev. Sylvester Graham was a physician called John Harvey
Kellogg. Kellogg’s medical hobby was dietary health. He processed cereals
and nuts as substitutes for meat, to suppress carnal desire induced by the eating
of meat. Dr. Kellogg was degeneracy theory’s most ardent anti-masturbation
advocate. Few of today’s eaters of Kellogg’s Corn Flakes know that he invented
them, almost literally, as anti-masturbation food.

‡
Sources for texts:
Masters, William H., et al. Human Sexuality. Boston/Toronto: Little, Brown and
Company, 1985.
Money, John. Lovemaps. New York: Irvington Publishers, Inc., 1986.
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Joshua Strauss
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Michael Basinski
Someone Wake Up The Rip Van Winkle Vis-Poets
or Basinski is Running off at the Mouth, Yet Again•
(Hasn’t he anything better to do?... like: put on a tie,
think about chirping sparrows, Excuse the pigs
the rest come letter, lü€£¥±×-•).
Poetic fatigue crawls rampant thought the entomological veins of nearly all
contemporary poetry and in visual poetry it is likewise rampantly rancid. The
pool of creativity shrinks via our publications and expositions and poets ﬂip and
ﬂop about like bottom feeding ﬁsh in the broiling quotidian sun. The page and
poem are frozen waste without expanse and expression. What is done is has been.
Visual poetry has become an empty gun, a stale gem, a polished chuck of costume
jewelry, a product crafted in an Asian sweatshop, a faux metal candelabra or a
potted plant stand. After generations of the same antique recipe producing the
same antique New England clam chowder, the contemporary condition needs
illumination, theory, poetic, direction, focus. Visual poetry, if its poets be daring, is
positioned to take advantage of the void. I’d like to suggest that forms abandoned
in favor of high-e-speed email/internet (don’t be trapped in the net and beyond)
communication and the pastime of reading — both aloud and to the self — are
vehicles that via visual poetry voodoo (insurrection) can resurrect visual poetry
from its casket and position the poetry to become the conduit where vitality and
poetic importance and purpose might return to our beloved visual poetry and,
thereby, recharge all of our poetry.
Visual poetry is bound frozen in the Arctic antique imagination, in the
rigidity of the graphic, minimal and the clever metaphor and in silence. V.P. is
on display. What was once beautiful is now a fading museum exhibit. Most VizPo is stuffed and static. It is item and icon, all of which must be abandoned to
the literary historian and left for pedantic scholar to ponder. A rich mine there is
there to be found. But repetition and mimic is not going to shatter the glass-print
ceiling. A venue is to take poetry in hand. Return it to a hand since handwriting
is abandoned somewhere about the fourth grade. Having it in hand and making
cursive and printed handwriting visual poetry proposes a focused venue for
poetic exploration. Write by hand without the rules of handwriting, its lines, and
sizes and without the tyranny of spelling. Handwriting allows manipulations and
juxtaposition of image and words and expressionistic and aggressive spontaneity.
It could be a hybrid of types, or a merger of them with others. Invent (vent the
word). A visual poetry with focus on the handwritten opens visual poetry to a
larger directed possibility than the constraints of any and all graphic manipulation.
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It’s in your hands.
And forms for the handwritten poetry? Choose the vessels abandoned
by the sheep rushing towards their poetic mediocrity. The friendly and
business letter, for instance, an outmoded and abandoned communicative tool,
is waiting for rejuvenation as a form of visual poetry, which should extend
far beyond our understanding of mail art. Perhaps there are other abandoned
forms, painting, sewing, building temples, pyramids and so forth that are
the venues of a reinvented poetry rising form from the rotting poetry of the
accepted and sanctioned.
And visual poetry, in whatever form, must not be a silent, pretty,
static Kodak photo. Silence is murdering visual poetry. A handwritten visual
poetry must invigorate the poetic vocal mind that is engaging it in open and
active unstructured recitation, without the rigidity of a timeline movement.
Speak and sing it as a steek and spring it! No, no commanding a reader to
follow a line in time OR force a poor reader to ADMIRE craft, like a ﬁne
pair of shoes. Hard or soft tongue: each rendering of a visual poem in out
loud in concert or softly in bed before sleepy time-time recitation must be
a unique, individualized, new act of conceptional composing on the tongue,
off the cuff. Ad-lib. Liberated. Visual poetry is improvisation that is active
and organic. But it is not simply mumbo-jumbo, mumble-stumble, and heebiejeebies. Improvisational recitation is a poetry that follows along trajectories
in poet mind — the text is a portal into it. The poet speaks poetry from this
open portal. The poet improvises without memorizing performance patterns.
Current is what matters, ﬁnding the current. There is only minimal current
in type. It’s a switch (on and off). The energy rests in the hand writing,
handwriting that incorporates the possibilities of the word without rigidly,
released with pssassion, unrestrained or stained by rule this or rule that or
look at my new shiny brass ring, I bought with my father’s money at the MFA
sale.
In essence poetry resides on the tongue and is breathe. Sound is what I
am writing. The engaged current. To explore and expand the possible in visual
poetry, a visual poem must be readable, translatable along trajectories and
into words understandable and not, where information as insight epiphany is
paramount. It is the poet and not the poem that is priestessly supreme poetry.
You poet must sing, sing.
To bring visual poetry into being, in order to release its potential,
make its information humanly wealthy poetry, the words or worbs (new living
words with metaphorical impact) gotta-be creaking and cracking open. Open
as speaking in ungovernable ﬂashes. The words/worbs in active composition
in the poems are not directed but become the points from which trajectories
spring. The emancipated visual poem in active improvisational recitation
resides in the continuous state of birth.
40

Words in Church
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Private Letters
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Ric Royer
Performing the Word, Sounding the Noise.
After every poetry reading, in the casual discussions that often follow
in bars, living rooms, or other intimate locales, one is likely to hear a response
regarding, not the poem, but the performance of the poem. Some popular variations
include statements such as: “he/she is/isn’t a very good reader”; “the piece would
have probably been better read on the page, than performed”; or alternatively,
“the piece was better performed than read on the page”. These responses (often
drowned out by the community-afﬁrming gossip and “who is teaching where”
updates that usually dominate said discussions) point to the salient relationships
between the word and its performance, and the live audience reception of a read
text. Varying degrees of performa(tivity)bility exist within a piece of writing, with
page-based prose and poetry at one end of the spectrum and performance scores
and scripts at the other. It is predominantly the latter type of writing/composing
that this essay will examine.
1 — From short form word scores to ‘maximally excited’ visual scores.
The experimentation and developments of instruction-based text/material
can be seen predominantly in the early-to-mid twentieth century, beginning with
early compositions of John Cage, and progressing most notably to the “event
scores” of Fluxus. This often concept-heavy collection of work provided a new
way of looking at the process of an artistic performance/production and introduced
new recognitions of terminology such as performance text, performance score and
instruction art.
The work of poet and performer Michael Basinski, often inspired
by a Fluxus spirit1, includes a range of performance scores, from a minimalist
approach reminiscent of Fluxus, to elaborate visual poetry scores, each geared
to attain a maximum ﬁeld of potential, yet approaching it from very different
formal structures. One approach presents a minimal structure, which through its
construction of a sparse canvas with an instruction at the focal point, leaves a
vast amount of engaging interpretive space where, like Fluxus event scores, “the
simplest structure could produce the most various results” (Kotz 10); the other
approach offers a hyperactive guide stripped of all traces of explicit instruction,
making it more suggestive than instructive. The lack of any deﬁnite starting point
in the chaotic structural layout of text and image breaks up any conventional
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notions of scoring, and all the elements of the piece become, to use a phrase
from Lyn Hejinian, “maximally excited” (The Rejection of Closure 43). Among
Basinski’s works to be displayed and discussed in this paper are two scores,
SPAR’S EUROPEAN SAUSAGE SHOP, and Madame Kitty Opera [displayed
at the end of this text].2 The difference between these two examples is
immediately clear, yet both utilize an openness for a similar purpose of striving
for inexhaustibility in interpretation. Openness in works of art, as I am using
it here, is a concept laid out in Umberto Eco’s Opera Aperta (The Open Work).
The notion was founded on an increasing democratization of art that Eco
found prevalent in the contemporary avant-garde. The open work explored a
“ﬁeld of possibilities” and “encouraged acts of conscious freedom on the part
of the performer” (Eco 4) that can be seen as a reaction against the status quo
conservation of the classical mode of artistic interaction (traditionally works
of closed nature). In my use of the phrase “open score”, I allude to the ‘open
to interpretation’ element of Eco’s open work, but I suggest a more radical
intervention, more direct invitation, and a focus on the performer rather than
the reader.
Both scoring styles of Michael Basinski exercise a type of openness
that leaves space for interpretation as completion. In both styles, there is a
motivation towards a blank page: the short form pieces give as little as possible
to maintain freedom of interpretation around all undeﬁned borders, while the
visual scores attempt to break down all predetermined conventions, aiming
for the unrestrictiveness of a blank space. Eco’s statement that “A work of art
can be open only insofar as it remains a work” (101), reﬂects that a blank page
cannot be anything but a blank page without appropriate contextualization.
Like Basinski’s scores, they must always be working toward a blank page, but
never a blank page. For all that exists on the page fully occupied by letters,
animals, invented symbols, and numbers, Basinski’s scores still rely on the
play between all that is there and that which is not. The performer-deﬁned
map that Basinski offers to a performer points to a deﬁnition of open works
as purposely partial pieces — the incompleteness opening itself to alternative
readings, multiple performances. Yet if a piece is constructed with too
much openness, it becomes an overwhelming burden for a performer, a
seemingly unwelcoming invitation from the whimsical author, which shifts a
disproportionate creative responsibility onto the addressee. Within this game
of ‘giving just enough’ there is the craft of the open composition: balancing the
generative information within a structure that opens out instead of closing in,
creating a dynamic equation of structure, information and openness, wherein
a piece can either fall silent or become white noise.
Deprived of all indication, all direction, the listener’s ear is no longer
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capable even of choosing; all it can do is remains passive and impotent
in the face of original chaos. For there is a limit beyond which wealth of
information becomes mere noise. (Eco 96) 3

This passage from Eco could easily be a description given by a rookie
performer of a Basinski score. Yet Basinski is actually very conscious of creating
pathways for the performance by applying performative information in his use
of color, imagery, choreography of the lettering, and inclusion of possible props,
characters, and environments within the poem scores. There is no speciﬁc
grammatical code, but its impulse to be performed comes through in the combination
of performativeness of layout, content, and design qualities. Basinski uses the term
“trajectory” to refer to the routes toward undeterminable (inter)action available
through the open score. Just as an open text lends itself to alternative readings,
the open score offers multiple performative directions (Basinski 2005). It provokes
performance through its own construction. At a base level it does this by failing to
conform to conventional rules of reading. One may not know which way to hold a
Basinski score, thus the performance begins naturally with the craning of the head
and rotating of the page. Instead of merely instructing a performance in a scriptlike manner, a more appropriate phrasing would be that it guides a performance
through the fecundity of suggestive design and open text.
Visual text scores like SPAR’S EUROPEAN SAUSAGE SHOP illustrate an
important distinction between open texts (primarily reader oriented) and open
scores (primarily performer oriented). In such scores, the text (in this case, the
word-like glyphs) present on the page can be re-read in multiple ways, as with
any open text, but the intention of the author is to create a work charged with
potential to move from the static page into an interpretational action; therefore the
experience, or awareness, of the possibilities of performance are necessary in both
the viewer (audience) and performer.
In his introduction to Close Listening, Charles Bernstein borrows the phrase
“the plural event” from Andrew Benjamin, which describes the difﬁculty of arriving
at an exclusive ontological meaning of a work when its totality goes beyond the
sum of its “performative realizations”(8). Bernstein uses the phrase to refer to the
cumulative deﬁnition of a poem through both its written and spoken forms via
the poetry reading. Although it may be argued that no performance of a piece (in
this case, a poem) will ever be the same, I ﬁnd the traditional poetry reading to
be more recitative than performative; with its concentration on exact recitation
of the notation (words) as written, the reading adheres to principles of the closed
score. Benjamin’s concept of the plural event is more precisely the condition of
the open score, which invites itself to undetermined interpretations and temporal
reconﬁgurations, unable to be deﬁned as a work without its performative potential.
The open score inevitably leads to performances that the composer never intended
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to write.
Basinski is interested in creating a multi-dimensional map in his
open scores, opening a temporal space constructed with holes which a
reader/performer may slip through. The notion of ‘holes’, which is a word
used frequently by Basinski in describing the dimensional landscape of his
pieces, exhibits an extreme rejection of closure by implementing escape routes
for avoiding linear and clichéd decision making. A hole, like the cut-out of a
mysterious woman in the middle of his score Mata Hari Rides In On Elephants
(2003) or the sudden presence of an instruction like “play in the supermarket”
which can be hiding somewhere in the score, can reroute the performance
into a place in or out of time with the page, or push a performer out of the
world of the page and begin using external elements as transient notation such
as the audience, the space or anything else immediately available. The holes
are hiding everywhere, some more apparent then others. It can be said that
it is a whole made of holes, entryways that allow a performer to translate
the mysteries that lie deep within Basinski’s collage of animals, mythological
characters and beasts, fruits and vegetables. Basinski layers mystery upon
mystery and offers to the performer to attempt to articulate. When I pick up a
Basinksi score, I feel the excitement of being offered some time to contemplate
and riff on the thoughts of an elephant, the lost details of Diana’s encounter
with Actaeon, or the forgotten Incan dances.
There are many other artists, including Jaap Blonk, Trevor Wishart,
Lawrence Upton and Christian Bök, working in the related cross-ﬁelds of
performance art, sound poetry, new music, or performance poetry who utilize
principles of openness through visual design and its relation to performance.
Their work exhibits a plurality of the score as material, concept, and live
performance, which encourages a multiplication of interpretability and also
creates an explicit openness through form. The work of creator/performers
like Basinski or Blonk can be considered visual art, poetry, or as a performance
score all on the same occasion, showing the interdisciplinary nature of the
score itself. The multiform feature is a characteristic of the open score in many
manifestations, among them, the graphic music score, visual poetry, and the
Fluxus event score.
Liz Kotz observes the pluralistic nature of event scores, with their
“tripartite structure that allows them to be realized as language, object and
performance” (3). I propose that event scores and other open scores should
not seem restricted to only three forms, and that there is a plural aspect of
multifunctionality within the material itself wherein the score as object can
exist in overlapping or independent contexts as a score (something subordinate
to a performance, conventionally concealed during the performance), as visual
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art (something to be exhibited as an isolated object), or as writing (something to be
published, read for content). To put a deﬁnite number on the different categories
that an open score can fall into belies the basis of potentiality of these scores.
2 — Everything is Open / Limiting Openness.
With scores open to such a degree as the visual text scores of Michael
Basinski, what become the limiters of the structure? How can a performer
manage to navigate with purpose through the abundance of information that ﬁlls
the score all the way to the corners of the page? Just as a text has potentially
no end to its number of interpretable reconﬁgurations, the score has no limits to
its possible enactments. Although a text, and therefore a score, is thus limitless,
the open potentiality should not suggest that there are no inherent pathways that
lead towards satisfactory interpretations. If the open form challenges closure to
the extent that overt instruction has been removed from the score, how can an
interpreter begin and eventually come to some type of ‘end’ to an interpretation?
There are several factors involved in context that function as pressures that
channel a performer toward a situational interpretation; many of these contextual
factors are barely recognized, yet are integral to form and content. To begin with,
certain basic criteria such as time allotted for a particular performance and the
venue for that performance alter the presentation of it, similar to the way elements
like word count and publishing context effect the writing of a particular text. Such
criteria become a structure for an otherwise potentially structureless composition
and, addressing Eco’s concerns about limitations of interpretation, they “protect
openness against unlimited drift and arbitrary uses of texts” (Genosko 1).
Another condition for closing off a work exists through the possibility of
modeling performance from previous examples. This is an external direction for
arriving at particular interpretation — a direction that comes not from the text
itself, but from other performances of it. Michael Basinski often creates his scores
for his own improvisational performances. Although others, including myself,
have performed his pieces in a variety of solo and ensemble settings, many of
Basinski’s scores have at one time or another been performed by their author. If
one has seen Basinski perform his own work, it may be difﬁcult to resist imitating
his style when engaging with one of his scores. I have had the opportunity to see
many people perform Basinski’s work and perform it similarly to Basinski. I could
have been at times guilty of this inﬂuence as well.
Thomas Lehman, whose dance theatre pieces investigate the presence
of the performer through his/her interaction with the notation, is aware of this
limitation through imitation: “I came to the conclusion that — in order to let
everybody have equal conditions — I should only write the piece, but I should
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never realize it myself, because the results of the work…should not inﬂuence
the work of…others” (Lehman, Schreibstuck, inside ﬂap of front cover).
To this extent, behavior itself can be seen as a notation, it records
past behaviors as well as inﬂuences future behaviors. Seen in this light, it is
reminiscent of what Richard Schechner calls “restored behavior” — “strips
of behavior” that “can be rearranged or reconstructed” (Between Theater and
Anthropology, 33-115), which leads to question whether most of our actions,
creative or otherwise, are more imitation than invention. The implications
may even be as vast as Sartre suggests: “(T)here is not a single one of our
acts which does not at the same time create an image of man as we think
he ought to be” (17). Following this path would go beyond the scope of this
essay, what is important here is the ubiquitous and often parasitical nature of
instruction, and how inconspicuous our attempts at closure can be when faced
with navigating extreme openness.
Of course, one doesn’t need to see a performer perform live in order
for inﬂuence to take effect; one can just view a video, see images or listen
to an audio recording. As will be argued later in this section, advancements
in documentation have been responsible for changes in style and purpose of
notational systems. Documentation of a performance not only acts as another
potential limiter of openness for a performer, but also evokes critical issues
around the authenticity of an interpretation (performance) of a work vs.
the material (text , score, etc.) work itself. Bernstein’s introduction to Close
Listening uses the public reading of a poem to investigate relations between
performance and the original text. He directly addresses both documentation
and modeling an interpretation after a performance of a work as opposed to
the work itself: “When the audiotape of a poet’s performance is acknowledged
as a signiﬁcant, rather than incidental, part of her or is his work, a number of
important textual and critical issues emerge. What is the status of discrepancies
among performed and published versions of poems, and moreover, between
interpretations based on the performance?” (Bernstein 7 emphasis added).
Just as the relationship between writing (a ﬁxed form) and reading
(a process of interpretation) leads to illusory notions of authoritative
interpretations, the relationship between the performance of a score can also
complicate issues of authenticity and apply boundaries to works of initially
open constitution. One well known example of this is Nam June Paik’s
interpretation of La Monte Young’s Composition 1960 #10, To Bob Morris (the
instruction reads: “Draw a straight line and follow it.”). The image is iconic:
Paik lies face down on the ﬂoor preceded by a scroll of white paper with
a trail of black ink beginning at the top of the scroll and following down
to the top of Paik’s head. Due to the reproduction of the images from that
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performance, Young’s composition, once (and certainly still) open to unlimited,
unrestricted imagination, will always conjure the image of Paik’s well-documented
interpretation. In this example, we can see documentation’s power to make
authoritative meanings out of alternative readings.4
In his dissertation Skin: of noise, cris cheek notes the dual perspective of
authenticity in speech and writing: “Speech has been privileged, over and above
writing, because of its proximity to the source of utterance… Alternately, writing,
as conventionally understood- words penned onto a page…has been privileged,
above speech, by dint of its relatively ﬁxed form (a form that can be retraced,
reread), providing particular clarity through a limit on the reasonable number of
interpretations and relative longevity, allowing for ‘authoritative’ readings to take
hold” (23).
According to the paradigm that cheek illustrates, both the activation and
the score interact to become the synthesized location of authenticity in a work,
and thus both are responsible for leading toward authority and closure. But,
although performance is as linked to the ephemeral as writing is to permanence,
the dominance of documentation has given even live performance a type of residue
which it didn’t have prior to the photograph, then the ﬁlm, then the Internet, and
so forth into the digital world. The advancement of recording technologies in the
twentieth century has added another layer to the potential of the performance to
guide interpretations over a score.
It isn’t contradictory to argue that a work of art is both closed and open: the
work is open to interpretation to varying degrees and bound for a ﬂexible space of
openness, while it moves at the same time towards a deﬁnable closure. Every act
of interpretation participates in this process of conﬁning the openness. Many of
the devices related to the limiting of openness can be traced to the mental process
of closure hardwired into our psychology, a gestalt tendency which suggests
that where there is form, there is a natural attempt at closure. In her essay “The
Rejection of Closure”, Lyn Hejinian insists that “closure is a ﬁction” (124), and
many of the performative pieces discussed in this essay also work towards that
conclusion, but I would make a clariﬁcation: closure is a process, and attempts at
closure are not a ﬁction, only the absolute closed is.
It is a basic function of the human psyche to apply closure, in some ways
it’s a means of survival. If the stimulus-ﬁltering mechanisms of the brain become
damaged, we wouldn’t be able to detect relevant stimulus and the world would
be overwhelmingly open without purpose, a world resembling Eco’s white noise,
or the non-contextualized blank page. Therefore limiting openness can be seen
not as potentiality, but as essential to being. Hejinian concurs: “I can only begin a
posteriori, by perceiving the world as vast and overwhelming; each moment stands
under an enormous vertical and horizontal pressure of information, potent with
ambiguity, meaning-full, unﬁxed, and certainly incomplete. What saves this from
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becoming a vast undifferentiated mass of data and situation is one’s ability to
make distinctions” (41).
And as well in Eco: “This tendency toward disorder, characteristic of
the poetics of openness, must be understood as a tendency toward controlled
disorder, toward a circumscribed potential, toward a freedom that is constantly
curtailed by the germ of formativity present in any form that wants to remain
open to the free choice of the addressee” (65).
The ‘germ of formativity’ that Eco mentions in The Open Work, points
out that structures themselves have encoded guiding properties that act as
instructions absorbed into the form. The cues offered by a context, situation
or any other structure is what I’m calling instructures. The layout of text on
the page (the page) has built-in instructional impulses, as John Hall refers to
when he compares the page to a map full of directional indicators: “Within a
top-to-bottom, left-to-right, writing system, the page’s association with text
privileges the top left hand corner… like the GO square on the monopoly
board: it marks a starting point and a new lap” (Hall 17).
Johanna Drucker explores structural instructions in her essay From
Mallarmé to Metadata, wherein she examines the book as an example of the
workings of instructure. The formality, the binding, the continuity, they all
immediately inform a reading of a text, which comes encoded with instructions
on how to read it. Drucker points out that these “instructions for reading”, as
Jerome McGann considers them, occur “at the level of the letter, space, line,
page, volume, text and inﬁnitely expanding subtext.” Her close-up look at a
Bauhaus exhibition catalogue designed by El Lissitzky brings to the forefront
the directions within the structure: “From the very ﬁrst opening, these graphic
indicators anticipate the structure to ﬂow, giving the reader direct clues for
the way the presentation of the text and images reinforces the intellectual
framework within which the content is organized” (43).
The structural layout of a work, or presentation of a text, becomes its
environment and hence its own code for reading. The context and the form are
primers for the reading of content.
3 — Making (non)sense: The interpretation of noise.
To analyze the invitation to subjective interpretations in the open
score, I will revisit the performance scores of Michael Basinski. William R.
Howe observes the required personal involvement in performing a Basinski
score: “There is not so much a script or text in any standard sense, but an area
to be explored, and this area is just as much (if not more so) in ourselves as it is
on the page” (Howe 2). Howe’s ideas sound similar to Barthes’ description of
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the reading of writerly texts as “ourselves writing” (5) and of Eco’s statement that
the performer of an open work of art “…reinvents it in psychological collaboration
with the author himself” (Eco 4).
In the interpretation of any one of Basinski’s scores, especially during an
improvised interpretation in which his scores are most frequently used, there is
an impulse to engage the location of the imagination at the immediate personal
moment. Although the content of the score is not random material and does have
meaning (if only intuitively) for Basinski, the point of performing them is not to
arrive at the same intention as the author. A swerve of interpretation, or to some
extent ‘misinterpretation’, is a prerequisite in performing his scores. Often this
swerve travels inward, evoking from the performer an interpretation that includes
recent thoughts, current proclivities, or even recently read texts or watched
movies, making the reading timely no matter when the actual score or poem was
created.
The extension of the score into temporal and internal realms proliferates
openness by introducing the entirely unscripted as valid interpretational material,
suggesting that an open score can extract and display meaning from a performer/
interpreter just as much, or more so, than he or she can from the score. The
temporality that arises as a result of the performance of a score provides open
planes on which a performer may choose to engage with material from the score
or invent it anew, creating a text approaching performance inexhaustibility.
“This… necessitates the moment, we read this now, and when we read
it again circumstances have changed and so too has the narrative. Mike has a
wonderful penchant for writing texts which are certainly about something, but
what that something is changes each time the text is approached” (Howe 4). The
interpretation may move into and off of the score, which does not restrict itself to
the meaning of the text that is present, or legible, but to the reading of subtext it
provokes or the illegible semantic indicators.
The disruption of meaning which occurs in an open work, with or without
intent, can be compared to the disruption of signal in information theory. Eco
touches on this connection in his essay “Openness, Information, Communication”
(44). David Robey’s introduction to the 1985 translation of The Open Work explains
that Eco’s interest in information theory “is the principle that the information (as
opposed to ‘meaning’) of a message is in inverse proportion to its probability or
predictability…Thus, Eco argues, art in general may be seen as conveying a much
higher degree of information, though not necessarily a higher degree of meaning...
and the modern open work may be seen as conveying an exceptionally high degree
of information, because of the radical contraventions of established conventions
that characterize it” (xi).
In a study of graphic scores in music, R. Murray Schafer states that “A
score which contained all the information with regard to its execution would be
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illegible” (42). Yet just because it would be illegible doesn’t mean it can’t be
interpreted and played, it just means that it might not be played according to
the overloaded determinations set forth by the composer.
Examples also exist in literature, where issues of legibility/illegibility
act as a representation of signal-to-noise ratio. Certain poems by Susan Howe
work through a source text by manipulating it visually with inverse text,
score-throughs, palimpsests, and erasures. Instead of completely negating
the meaning of the text, her applied illegibility adds a new meaning through
the purposeful visual interference, offering new interpretational avenues. As
Gertrude Stein, one of Howe’s major inﬂuences once wrote, “It is wonderful
how a handwriting which is illegible can be read, oh yes it can” (qtd. in Perloff
1).
The reading of the illegible text can not only add potential interpretations
to ‘understanding’ the text on the page, but also to potential performance
interpretations. Although Howe reads these pieces, and her performance style
of these poems is quite unique and memorable, her poetry is not created with
the intention of composing a score for voice; and the interest of this study is
not how to read the illegible, but how to perform it — sounding the noise.
Other open scores have used similar employments of disruption as a
strategy for informing performance. Bob Cobbing’s scores for performance
directly utilize the distance between the obfuscated page and the performer’s
actualization. Cobbing poems, like the ones included in the image index, go
beyond the basic grapheme-phoneme transfer, and instead become a transfer
of glyph to noise/movement/thought activation. The purposeful interferences
combined with the context of a scored performance instill a meaning (for
both performer and spectator) to each deconstructed letter and grainy image,
reﬂecting a deﬁnition of noise reminiscent of Jacque Attali’s, where noise is “a
signal that interferes with the reception of a message by a receiver, even if the
interfering signal has a meaning for that receiver” (4, emphasis added). Cobbing shows
that he is very aware of the use of possibilities of indirect information when he
says that “misunderstanding is often more fruitful than understanding; misuse
more rewarding than operating in the orthodox way” (Upton 5).
Illegibility can mean more than the disruption of written text or image;
illegibility can be translated to mean any information that interrupts the given
code of a system, for example experimental notation in music scores that
deviate from the standard notation have a similar effect of illegibility, where
the unfamiliar desires to be made familiar. When deviations are contextualized
as purposeful, it becomes characteristic of an open work: “When textural
elements that are conventionally framed out as nonsemantic are acknowledged
as signiﬁcant, the result is a proliferation of possible frames of interpretation”
(Bernstein 5).
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Conclusions/Departures
Performance is still an aspect of poetry that fails to receive substantial
critical attention. Despite the undeniable connection of performance to poetry
via the poetry reading, poetics has not embraced performativity in the same way
as it has musicality and visuality. Poets and poetry reading audiences remain
understandably suspicious about elements of theatricality in the reading of poetry,
but such reservation keeps serious and important explorations of performance
from developing, and delays interdisciplinary inﬂuence into the only forum for the
practice of poetic presentation. This essay hopes to add to the rare, but emerging
theoretical and practical explorations of poetics and performance.
Notes
Among his many projects is the performance group Buffﬂuxus who perform works that aim
“to regenerate, reinvigorate and maintain the ideas proposed by Fluxus, and to perform both
neo-Flux and Fluxus works” (Fluxus/Realizations 1)
2
Basinski may not always consider these works as scores, he refers to them in different
ways: as poems, as ‘Opems’ (open poems), and as scores. For the purpose of this essay, I am
maintaining the use of the word score.
3
Eco’s quote here does not fully articulate an important element of information in these
works: it isn’t the quantity of information, but the organization of it. Think of the World
Wide Web, or this footnote that could have come within the paragraph but would have risked
interrupting the ﬂow of the statement. The organization of a mass amount of information is
a common feature of an open work, often implying that the performer may choose to utilize
some, all or none of the given information either simultaneously, linearly or in random order.
A good example of this is John Cage’s Song Books (1970), which ﬁlls two books with graphic
and verbal scores that can be chosen and performed in any number of ways and orders.
4
To test the dominance of (documented) performance over the written text, imagine a play
you have both read and seen in performance, say possibly Titus Andronicus, and when bringing
it to mind, is the visual appearance of the text the ﬁrst thing to appear in the mind or is it a
clip from the movie version? I know I can’t help but see Anthony Hopkins in a bathtub.
1
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Michael Basinski
SPAR’S EUROPEAN SAUSAGE SHOP (left)
Madame Kitty Opera (bottom)
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Brenda Iijima

SPACE

A performance piece for two performers
LARGE CAPS INDICATE NORMAL TO LOUD VOICING
Small caps indicate whisper

COWBELL means ring cowbell
COWBELL

HORSE VOICE - starts piece
SPIDER VOICE - cue to begin is on hearing the word “spider”
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HORSE VOICE

WHEN YOU ADD A HORN TO A MAN’S HEAD, HE BECOMES A HUMANIMAL, and

this cactus sprouts human hair,
AHAB’S “BECOMING-WHALE”

spider,

spiders,

evermore spiders

spiders

if you can imagine

spiders

considerable spiders

more spiders,

and more spiders

only,

I do imagine them

lovely spiders

exceptional

I ACKNOWLEDGE THE STATE OF THINGS

spiders

spiders

THIS IS WHERE WE LEFT OFF

WHAT DOES MY PARTNER HAVE TO ADD

COWBELL

LIKE

spider,

WE ARE BECOMING WAR

spider,

spiders

irrelevant differences

SPIDERS

WHEN YOU PUT A GOAT IN THE ROOM ON CRUTCHES YOU.

THE HORSES, IN THE ROOM,
THIS SOLUTION NO LONGER WORKS

DOT DOT DOT,

someone else’s

desire

DOT DOT DOT

CONFRONTING THE VOID OF THE OTHER’S

DESIRE

DOT DOT DOT

THE SYMBOLIC

DOT DOT DOT

REALLY REALLY WANT it

+

+

SOMEONE ELSE’S DESIRE

THE LAW

THE LAW

WANT WANT IT

COWBELL

IN SHORT, HORSES,

HORSES

METACAUSES, SHADOW PLAYS, OTHERNESS,

HORSES, SPIDERS, SPIDERS,

TOGETHERNESS, FRINGES, OTHERWISE, BECAUSE, ALREADY, OFTEN,
SIMULTANEOUSLY, EQUIVALENT
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SPIDER VOICE

It’s very nice to be thematic in such a way
position

so to speak

so to speak

WHEN THE FANTASY FALLS APART

the body stays together

your
but

THAT GOAT IN THE ROOM, LIKE

would you offer him a seat!

THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE

THERE ARE NUMEROUS NUMEROUS HORSES IN THE ROOM, WHAT TO MAKE OF
THE STATE SYSTEM,

THE HORSES, I REPEAT, THE HORSES . . . MINIMAL,

MINIMAL DIFFERENCE, MINIMAL –

content,

COWBELL – TO YOUR HEART’S CONTENT.

IT TOOK EVERYTHING I HAD TO LET GO OF THAT

CLAIM – to quote myself, spiders in the attic

power

when the subject is

antagonism, COPERNICUS, antagonism, KEPLER,

WHAT BUGGERY THE TAUTOLOGICAL NOOSE –

COWBELL – IN TODAY’S

COGNITIVE SCIENCE THE ZOMBIE DETERMINES OUR PATH IN ADVANCE, OH GOD!

Purge, burnt by the sun, I

THE CONSTITUENT LIMITATION!

see you there, scruffy subject . . . iniﬁnite truth spider, a room full of horses,
zombie says BRUTAL RADICALITY, zombie says HORSES, HORSES, I SAY THE
SPIDER MAINTAINS A PERFECT SUBJECT POSITION

THERE’S A WAR OUT THERE SPIDERS! A WAR!

COWBELL

IN HERE HORSES, THE SPIDERS, I AM DOING EVERYTHING TO SAVE THEM
SPIDERS

DOING EVERYTHING!

DOING EVERYTHING TO SAVE ‘EM
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HORSE VOICE (cont)

HORSE VOICE (cont)

HUMAN TREATMENT

FINE

HUMAN TREATMENT

GUANTANAMO

Human treatment foxﬁre

you

human treatment ﬁne
human

treatment

human trafﬁcking

ﬁne

human

this cow tastes

good

human treatment

poor, ugly cow

human treatment

treatment

IT’S SO CUTE!!

HUMAN TREATMENT

disinfect that

HUMAN TREATMENT

HORSEY HORSEY

HORSEY

Professor?

Professor?

humans dot dot dot
elephant

The basic idea here is that with
Handle the antimonic

smart

dirty pig

THE BASIC IDEA HERE IS THAT WHEN YOU ARE HUMAN...

COWBELL FINALE COORDINATED WITH OTHER
COWBELL
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SPIDER VOICE (cont)

THAT CAUSAL CHAIN IS MADE OF GOLD MY ANKLE IS SHACKLED TO
OZONE

MY NECK IS NOOSED TO ICE

FLOATING MERRILY ON AN OIL SLICK

COWBELL
IPOD REAL AND LECTURES FREQUENT, PROGENY AND DARTH, NO
WAY TO DETOUR, THE ANIMAL TOOK ME FOR A WALK, I AM SO LUCKY
LUCKY FOR THAT ANIMAL,

Oh spider

oh spider!

HEGEL calls it EARTH

Apropos genomes apropos spiders

COWBELL

HORSE BLISS ENIGMA

prosthetic horn is bruised

my

come here spider so I might love you!

COME HERE SPIDER SO I MIGHT LOVE YOU!

It is a sense event of pure becoming she said
SHE SAID

WHAT WAS IT THAT SHE said

SAID SPIDERS

IS THAT WHAT SHE SAID?
WHAT was it that she said?

WHAT OF IT?

SHE SAID,

SHE DID SAY . . .

COWBELL FINALE COORDINATED WITH OTHER
COWBELL
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Aaren Yandrich
stills from Make a Horse Look Like It’s Running
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This
left int page
entio
blank nally
.

405-12-3415
Cultural Angelina Clones
Empiric Motion Gather

One of the other details
a food grade tanker must
be mindful of is the
cleanliness of the tanker.
Yes, it is nice that
the outside looks pretty,
but the interior is lotion
dish ready go energy,
Lebanesians’ wingéd nugs
herself lieutenant spill,
you will never snow
ho you are thy
Soldier’s heroes.
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Piers Hugill
sonnets: 3

1.
three/ little/ words
one/ another/ another
formally/ ﬁnite/ sequence
stripped/ for/ cash
then/ rendered/ down
redaction’s/ acute/ tip
or/ midnight’s/ Ethiopic

pitch/ splattered/ o’er
the/ recto/ notched
to/ board/ numeric
sequences/ otherwise/ timbral
resins/ scatter/ rhetorical
scissors/ counter-measure/ to
counter-measure/ the/ lyrical
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2.
a/ sealed/ envelope
any/ repellent/ object
afﬁxed/ here/ ticketed
fully/ indexed/ gnaw
the/ hair/ on
my/ skin/ call
that/ sweet orange/ Chinese

agents/ mellowing/ dirge
fancy/ old/ mutabilitie
thus/ dumb/ ashen
rocks/ lime/ enough
deadened/ the/ skill
of/ chasing/ tigers
across/ the/ folds
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3.
her/ thin/ moat
literature’s/ goals/ rehearsed
with/ reserve/ ballooning
the/ regimen/ like
a/ simile/ the
watershed/ ever/ deeper
grosso modo/ never/ exacting

devices/ instruments/ of
song/ like/ thrushes’
mouths/ ever/ deeper
in/ the/ pool
where/ the/ water
is/ loveliest/ that
small/ splash/ calomel
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4.
to/ begin/ in
order/ to/ enter
in/ that’s/ “craft”
“so long”/ no/ time
living/ is/ loving
decrepitude/ never/ funnier
foul/ measures/ dieted

by/ harp/ North Lambeth
gassed/ or/ the
obverse/ ridicule/ this
“newe science”/ quickly/ slipped
in/ educated/ in
time/ the/ yield
of/ men’s/ tracts
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5.
the/ south-eastern/ tip
revolved/ 90°/perpendicularly
or/ another/ way
history’s/ matter/ is
Britain’s/ brave/ animus
cardboard/ stuff/ her
grotto/ befouled/ mutatis mutandis

ﬂashing/ her/ ﬁlthy
under-things/ at/ a
washerwoman/ poor/ “wrecke”
porous/ ﬁssion/ by-products
sluiced/ eloquently/ all
winter/ keep/ us
warmed/ under/ tides
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6.
O animula tremula vagula blandula/ cunning/ dog
logic/ its/ stercus vagorum
pegged/ out/ for
inspection/ correct/ pro forma
simply/ oxidised/ sheets
hung/ to/ dry
on/ starlit/ gasaholic

shambles/ ﬂagrante delicto/ bloodied
heads/ prophesying/ a
new/ city/ cacotopic
recta/ “strawberry”/ haunting/
ﬁstulous/ Owl Moth/ “a holy alliance”
branded/ “almeno la loro sentenzia”/ substantial
discounts/ awarded/ soon
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7.
some/ legendary/ concern
for/ bread/ and
ﬂowers/ call/ it
“fame”/ “la faim”/ easy
ﬂames/ bricked/ bœuf à la grecque
fanned/ half/ open
less/ operative/ etiquette

gladioli/ hot/ footed
and/ meal/ included
Draize/ windows/ rail
past/ tube/ drops
testing/ for/ adequacy
“eyes right”/ as/ rain
the/ boy’s/ hungry
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8.
when/ I/ start
I/ start/ incommodiously
yawning/ a/ little
too/ early/ to
raise/ stars/ singularly
powered/ folded/ in
the/ spray/ kaleidoscopic

now/ sunk/ variable
orbits/ apply/ only
intermittently/ regular/ cropping-hours
whispered/ hearsay/ less
frost/ its/ unhomely
blade/ converting/ apples
with/ some/ inconvenience
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9.
read/ those/ names
cut/ and/ dealt
grit/ for/ 11 miles
ride/ pickaback/ country-style
with/ strikebreakers/ for
your/ own/ good
try/ not/ to
get/ lynched/ if

you/ do/ try
not/ to/ In-der-Welt-Sein
regulated/ ﬂushed/ pit
table-manners/ or/ cock-blood
dancing/ sticky/ feathers
everywhere/ sold-out/ petrol
rush/ a/ breeze
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10.
“delicate/ cirrus-like/ cumulus”
an/ amorous/ occlusion
deriving/ Lorentz’/ equations
from/ cracker/ pulls
le ore/ piled/ on
four-dimensional/ quilt-work/ rounded
illative/ streak/ uralic

image/ test-based/ for
continuity/ the/ blade-load
torquing/ withershins/ any
tousy/ landscape/ Birmingham
perhaps/ you/ need
to/ see/ ﬂashbulb
effects/ their/ “milky residue”
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11.
unnameable/ until/ teamed
beside/ spawning/ microclines
easy-bay/ Columbo’s/ cigar-butts
levered/ for/ access
under/ thermal/ aureoles
best/ left/ unfocussed
therein/ a/ rabbit

lies/ my/ cooked
leg/ forever/ foolhardy
and/ trumped/ arms-folded
mumbling/ about/ the
weather/ metropolitan/ ley-lines
and/ aggregates/ over-practised
chora/ unleavened/ gods
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12.
all/ the/ numbers
we/ clipped/ kids
dressed/ and/ braised
in/ mother’s/ milk
coffee/ and/ dershtikt zolstu veren
careless/ white/ shirt
gushing/ mouthwash/ down

unclean/ throats/ porno
trailers/ “cock action here”/ scrawny
moth-eaten/ rags/ “green as copper”
and/ collecting/ the
rent/ “when, evenings?”/ Tyneside
fog-days/ remember/ the
numbers/ “you fucker,/ clip’em”
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13.
hanno preso mia ﬁglia/ or/ ma ﬁa
own/ proud/ heart
or/ faked/ death/
still/ a/ false
etymology/ you/ started/
so/ strip/ ﬂoors
empty/ sets/ hearkening

such/ difﬁcult/ murder
loll-tongue/ on/ garlic-moon
ﬁll/ the/ prayer
and/ room/ still
hearing/ quantities/ spilt
De musica/ the/ right
source/ unacknowledged/ “e’en now”
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14.
where/ will/ this
end/ this/ ceaseless
hollow/ this/ annular
snap/ cranked/ needle-shaft
dip/ never/ hover
ﬂee/ never/ wait
till/ murmur/ on

and/ hear/ ovum
craic/ jovial/ spinneys
industrious/ hum/ the
bee-line/ bleached/by
the/ yard/ heather-ﬁelds
“missus/ out/ back”
we’ll/ work/ on’t

30 July – 12 August 2005
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Giles Goodland
Caleb Whitefoord: The Cross Reading,
a Modernist Poetry Avant la Garde
In the eighteenth century a new literary form based on the recycling of lines
from newspapers was invented. Caleb Whitefoord (1734-1810), a wine-merchant,
poet and diplomat in 1766 published in The Public Advertiser an article entitled A
New Method of Reading Newspapers. He gave this method the name ‘cross-reading’.
Newspapers of the time were arranged in tight columns with narrow margins.
Whitefoord seems to have been the ﬁrst person to notice that reading lines across
the page, instead of downwards, produced some interesting results (he may have
been anticipated here by an anonymous writer in the Tatler (Vol. 5, no. 49) who
read a newspaper in a direct line, ‘without regard to distinction of columns’. I have
not as yet been able to trace this article.). In a letter of 15th Feb. 1766 (quoted in
W. A. S. Hewins ed. The Whitefoord Papers (1898) 143), Whitefoord writes:
Whenever any change on Ministry happen’d, and the Party Writers on
both sides began the work of serious abuse, I have always endeavour’d to
make such changes a matter of Laughter rather than of serious concern
to the people, by turning them into horse Races, Ship News, &c.,
and these pieces have generally succeeded beyond my most sanguine
Expectations.

He used this method again in the New Foundling Hospital for Wit (1770); more crossreadings also occur in various broadsides and ephemeral publications, now hard
to trace, usually under his bye-line of ‘Papyrius Cursor’.
Writing under this name in 1775 (Fugitive Misc. II. 49-51) he describes
his work in a way that seems so modern in its insistence that the consumer of the
media is powerless against a ﬂood of contradictory messages from all spheres of
an increasingly complicated and contradictory society, it is worth quoting from at
length:
If it should be remarked that many of the following cross-readings
appear to be political, I hope the good-natured public will not impute it
to me, but to the circumstances of the times.—The politics of the times
have resembled the weather; the similarity between the political and the
natural atmosphere is extremely striking; we have experienced a great
deal of foul weather in both. Party writings have long poured upon us,
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without intermission; every day the torrent gains new strength; all essays
to stop it, or to conﬁne it within proper limits, are in vain; the inundation
spreads; the news-papers are covered with it; and we are threatened
(mercy on us!) with a political deluge!… It was impossible for me, in
wading across this ﬂood of politics, not to imbibe the completion of the
stream; and if there seems to be any personalities in the following crosslines (to speak without metaphor) it would be equally unjust to ﬁnd fault
with me, as with the compositor who set in types, and placed the lines
of one column exactly opposite to those of another.—This is no business
of mine; ‘tis the work of the journeyman printer; he is the master of
ceremonies in this kind of Contre-dance, who ﬁxes your rank, and
chooses your partner; and in doing this, as he is only assisted by blind
chance, and couples you together at random, what a motley dance must it
produce! being composed of persons whose humours and characters are
as opposite as ﬁre and water, oil and vinegar! made up indiscriminately
of all ages and sexes, all ranks and professions, high and low, rich and
poor, civil and military, church and state, court and city. Such a hodgepodge, or mess-medley, is a London news-paper! a political mixture of
heterogenous ingredients, and discordant combinations, where we daily
meet with certain intelligence—totally destitute of foundation; authentic
advices—politic lies; where we are told that our disputes with Spain are
on the point of being settled—and that a war is inevitable; where we
are…represented at the same instant as poor and distressed—rich and
ﬂourishing; perfectly secure in our liberties and properties—yet groaning
under the weight of slavery and oppression; where the self-same person
is represented as being both dead and alive; in a deep decline—and in
perfect health… Now I will submit to any number of politicians within
the bills of mortality, whether the above portrait of a news-paper is a
true likeness, or a caricature; and in order to assist their determinations
upon this important point, I recommend the following extracts to their
most serious considerations.

From this selection I will quote just a few, to give a ﬂavour of Whitefoord’s
humour:
The comet is now on it’s return to the sun—pursuant to a decree of the
high court of chancery.
At the meeting at Newcastle, Sir B. F. D. was in the chair—and appeared
like a dull, faint nebulous star.
Yesterday there were violent disputes in the common-council—For
some time past the volcano has been extremely turbulent.
We learn from Berlin, that his majesty—Was convicted of debasing the
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current coin.
Now in rehearsal the distrest mother, a tragedy—Occasioned by the
undutiful behavior of the Colonies.
Notwithstanding the present exorbitant price of candles—Some dark
transactions will soon be brought to light.
Yesterday ended the races at Newmarket—at which several of the great
ofﬁcers of state assisted.
Last night there was a meeting of the female coterie—and ﬁve of the
most hardened committed to Bridewell.

Whitefoord was involved in a behind-the-scenes manner in the politics
of the time. As a neighbour of Benjamin Franklin in London in the 1750s, he
was chosen to go to France in 1782 to act as an intermediary in the settlement of
the War of Independence. He knew Dr. Johnson and Isaac D’Israeli, the father
of Benjamin Disraeli and author of Curiosities of Literature. He was also a poet
himself, but he is unlikely to have claimed that these cross-readings were poetry.
According to Austin Dobson, in his book De Libris (1908), these publications
proved very popular, even among the most distinguished writers of the period.
Dr. Johnson found them ‘ingenious and diverting’; Horace Walpole wrote to a
friend that he had ‘laughed over them till he cried’; Oliver Goldsmith is reported
to have felt that ‘it would have given him more pleasure to be the author of them
than all the works he had ever published of his own.’
It is possible that some of these cross-readings were not put together by
Whitefoord. An anonymous broadside published in Salisbury in 1782 had this
to say (since it has not been reproduced in modern times, the whole broadside is
worth quoting in full):
The Humorous Effects of Cross-reading the News-papers
To news-papers we are principally indebted for our knowledge and
amusement.—One particular species of entertainment resulting from
them, is, after reading each column by itself DOWNWARDS, to read
two columns together ONWARDS: whereby chance will bring about
the most unaccountable connections, and frequently couple persons
and things the most heterogeneous; things so opposite in their nature
and qualities, that no man would ever have thought of joining them
together.—The truth of this observation will appear, on perusing the
following Humorous Articles, which may tend to promote the practice
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of reading, and enlarge the circle of innocent amusement.
In the House of Commons, yesterday, Lord N—Received 500 lashes,
pursuant to his sentence.
Last night a gang of daring villains was taken up—We hear Lord
Sandwich spoke an hour in his defence.
The Masquerade at the Pantheon will be on Friday—No business done
at this ofﬁce after eight at night.
Lady M. Stanhope, daughter to the Earl of H—Has engaged to eat a leg
of mutton at one sitting.
Yesterday a man was branded in the hand—none are genuine that have
not this mark.
We, the Mayor, Aldermen, & Common Council—Promise never to be
guilty of the like offence today.
A most affecting scene of poverty and distress—For the service of the
present year.
Yesterday, a poor chimney-sweeper’s boy, under seven years of age—
Arrived at his house in Whitehall. to attend the meeting of Parliament.
At a Certain Lady of Quality’s Rout, at St. James’s—The School for
Scandal for the 20th time this season.
On Friday a man was whipped at the cart’s tail—the ceremony was
performed by his Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury
The Freedom of the City was presented to Lord Rodney—Price One
Shilling the Box.
To-Morrow the new Parliament will meet—to be sold by auction to the
best bidder,
The Treasurer of Her Majesty’s Household has given notice, that—He
will pay no debts of her contracting.
A poor distressed widow, with ten helpless children—is in immediate
want of one thousand pounds.
The Nabob of Arcot sent his Majesty a present of—Three blankets, and
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a brass candlestick, value ten-pence.
This morning will be married the Lord Viscount—And afterwards Hung
in chains, pursuant to his sentence.
This morning the Queen was deliver’d of a Prince—To be continued
annually.
A full board of Treasury will be held this morning—All persons who
have been robbed, are desired to attend.
yesterday the ﬁve condemned malefactors—appeared at Court in the
Collars of their respective Orders.
Yesterday being the last Day of Term—the Villains made off, after doing
all the mischief they could.
The most audacious robberies are daily committed—By his Majesty’s
Royal Letters Patent.
Yesterday Dr. Jones preach’d at St. James—and performed it with ease
in less than 16 minutes.
The Sword of State was carried—before sir J. Fielding, and committed
to Newgate.
Many changes are talked of at Court—consisting of 9040 triple bob
majors.
Friday a poor blind man fell into a saw-pit—to which he was committed
by Sir Fletcher Norton.
Last night a most terrible ﬁre broke out—and the evening concluded
with great festivity.
At a very full meeting of the Common Council—The greatest show of
horned cattle this season.
Wanted to take care of an elderly Gentlewoman—an active young man
just come out of the country.
An indictment for murder is preferred against—The Worshipful
Company of Apothecaries.
Yesterday the new Lord Mayor was sworn in—And afterwards toss’d
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and gor’d several persons.
A ﬁne Turtle, weighing upwards of 80 pounds—was carried before the
sitting Aldermen.
I have long laboured under a complaint—For Ready Money only.
The King of Prussia has wrote to our Court— “if you dant pote ﬁfte
powns in a sartin place”.
Ready to sail for the West-Indies—The new Mail Coach in one day.
To the curious in perukes—The College of Physicians will hold their
anniversary.
Notice is herby given—and no notice taken.

I came upon this material by chance while searching eighteenth-century
texts for other reasons, and did a small amount of research on the subject. It was
striking to me that I could ﬁnd no reference to Whitefoord or cross-readings in
any studies of the roots of modernism. It seems to me that the work of Whitefoord
is an important precursor of styles and poetries that would later be called avantgarde, at least in the fact that he stumbled by chance on Tristan Tzara’s famous
recipe for a Dada poem (‘take a pair of scissors and a newspaper…’). The
similarity is not only one of methodology. The humour in these juxtapositions
depends on an understanding of class inequalities, the contradictions and aporia
of party politics, and not least how easy it was—a mere matter of skipping over
a thin white column—to expose the contradictions inherent in the mass media,
and the interests they represent. It is probable that some of these cross-readings
were in fact deliberately constructed, not ‘found’ at all. There certainly seems to
have been an intelligence in these constructions which, a posteriori, we cannot help
seeing as poetic.
Sources consulted:
W. A. S. Hewins ed. The Whitefoord Papers (1898)
New Foundling Hospital for Wit (1770)
Fugitive Misc. II (1775)
Austin Dobson De Libris (1908)
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
A fuller piece of research on Whitefoord would need to consult the Whitefoord papers
held at the British Library.
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Mark Wallace
from Notes From The Center On Public Policy
Contact sometimes shut off instantly, repair teams in basements for
unknown reasons then, for days, no way to reach across disembodiment to ﬁnd
further disembodiment. One could go out to ﬁx a wire, get there, not ﬁx it,
and say no one had ever been there, then have to go back anyway, so that the
lie only created more work and more frustration. Each ofﬁcial communication
existed primarily to cement its relation to the previous communication while
doing nothing about what it discussed. In the meantime, being shut off had
its own appeal, even an aura. One could say no more to the outside world
than one could say about it. Ex-connections had time to think about being
unconnected.
What to make of those who thought it was funny to be an unwitting
victim, who asserted it was best to be at the mercy of forces armed to the
entrails with self-interest and clashing in labored repetition? Perhaps watching
electronic faces, eating potato chips or plant leaves mistaken for potato chips,
feeling smarter for buying the right insurance. Then, with a ﬂick of a fad,
deceiving the next rung in the hierarchy before leaning back in the recliner,
tossing a nickel to the ﬂoor in acknowledgment that one had, amorphously,
diminished the quality of local experience one small further bit. Or else ﬂailing
publicly in the pseudo-chain restaurant with overly large eye-glass tags or
a suitably socialized misunderstanding designed to clear the air about how
the digital money had vanished. History peaked as a reﬂection of how one
articulated or swallowed syllables while watching the ball game, a tradition
that permutated right when the anchor agreed happily to wear a clown nose.
What faces said about faces projected through the air webs designed
to wound, ensnare, enfold, leave out, push away, use or destroy, political not
in the sense of positions taken and held like blocks, but as though one removal
from the ﬁeld would leave the ﬁeld available for penetration or at least a slow
sensual rubbing, highlighting front to front misrecognition until interiors
broke, streets caved in, buildings were replaced with pits. The assumption
was that some particular set of experiences, molded by functions into a spot
permanent yet wavering, had what you wanted and had taken it unfairly. It
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was only a matter of getting others to see that everything belonged to you. Any
explanation of the morass was taken as an affront, however accurate or revealing
its intent. Local ﬂareups could lead to permanent sulking. No one anywhere felt
they received enough attention; even those who regulated airwaves and ﬁelds
of force knew they were surrounded by distorted replications of their own bad
intentions, masquerading as a drunk, a boisterous weekend bash, a gambling
problem, or perhaps the public plastering of images of a murdered entity. A lot
turned fast to smoke and was immediately smoked.
Moments were tracked and planned and stored and exchanged,
relentlessly. Calculated down to smaller and smaller intervals, they ﬁlled
charts, maps, books as if their presence could hide an unspeakable abyss. Many
inhabitants walked around stunned at what they had given away to maintain the
plan; they’d given away husbands or wives, parents, songs and jokes and usable
clothing, given away sometimes the only aura they’d ever claimed to love—
dreams whispered on beds in morning sunlight, hands and eyes up close—just
as easily as they’d given away talents, cars, tables, the feel of a cool breeze on
the face. Thirty years of devotion ending in no reward, cut off helplessly, could
erupt through the surrounding production units as a chance for the tracking to
be rearranged; if a unit died unexpectedly, there could be a scramble to cover, or
cover up, the resulting unprotected intervals. The highest form of art had long
since become betting on intervals, predicting their sways and heaves with ever
more calibrated instruments.
Expressions of sympathy issued themselves so thickly that one could
feel blinded by good intentions. Vectors of who wished to feel sorry for whom
followed pre-deﬁned curves: money, theories of skin pigment, education, places of
residence. The evident desire to do good shown out of so many faces that, circling
in the usual circles, at times there seemed more than insularity and fenced-in
pathways around the basic mega-picture plazas displayed in groups of 3 or 8 or
16, the drama ﬁlled with cuddling, handshakes, righteous roaring from rafters
and penthouses, alleys and rooms with organized seating, all focused on aspects
of a plight which decided not to show up and lost itself elsewhere, because it
didn’t believe in this or that ﬁx but stewed, thrashing, bursting out of mouths
at inconvenient instants during the photo shoot. Apparently, angels lurked
everywhere, if one believed the rumors, no food or clothing hardly a barrier to
the will bent on standing above rooftops proclaiming love, if only given a chance.
Bottom and top, bottom and top, a pyramid constantly reversing itself according
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to the twists of a shining countenance, a pyramid but no plains, no weaves,
no switchbacks along the desert trail easily marked by blooming technologies
as if without effort. It was crucial to be nice; even a burning building, though
perhaps in its initial fury a sight of cutting verbal exchanges, could at last
be soothed, made to glisten with jewels benevolently placed around necks
or wrists, medals indicating what one had done for whom, thanks to this or
that chain of command that wasn’t a chain so much as a thickly plush couch
on which everybody lay together, unable any longer to hurt each other or
themselves, according to the publicity stills.
Panic could inﬁltrate vapid exteriors with vital and pointless urgency,
like the hollow plop of a palm smacked against the side of a monument. Love,
friendship, prowess, artistic talent, career opportunity, the ﬂat nudge of an
empty or insidious day, all splayed across multiple vectors—with them bodies
could be made to ﬂail violently, abruptly, to jerk in an abandonment of tongue
or feet or sweaty arms and forehead, the whole contraption in motion like a
primitive motor that one could watch for a split distance, attempt to swallow,
or succumb to beyond hope of repair, if only for a few hours. Accusations
could hurl themselves into ofﬁcial forms grown wobbly and removed from
their own power source, although the power center remained. Staggering
could be posited as avant garde. Apparently, units were stealing, lying,
changing their minds, meaning things they hadn’t said and saying things they
didn’t mean. Even the autonomy one could ﬁnd in small rooms raced out the
door to throw itself against manufactured blocks, or bodies with eyes gone
wide retreated a step but usually a step too few. When the parameters redrew
themselves, hunkered back into a defensive posture inﬂuenced by the former
posture now subtly altered and more than once overrun, containment could
shudder like a simmering clampdown, a cry hollowed out in early morning,
companions huddled over a wracking tendency to gorge.
They were not brief ﬂashes of illumination but the writhing of the
divided against a command that required what they had never been looking
for, though some believed they’d been looking. If bland in the phrasing, the
issue never quite one of protection, the switch to short lines or dancing waves
maybe sounded too artiﬁcially poetic, amazing perhaps where the break didn’t
work right, while repeating “me” made the rhythm clunky regarding what
happened and why there was no subject. What do they do or say? Would
they remember anything when being destroyed? Giving advice, one might
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suggest “try for a better sense of story” or “no symmetry and precision without a
shell,” yet it was clear that no one much would listen so why suddenly be polite?
Wanting to consider the danger of becoming overly sentimental or melodramatic,
still the shortcoming was that the reader couldn’t see the dream, couldn’t get to
that instant when nothing else supposedly mattered, so much left off stage that
the last line ﬂubbed the kick it needed. Much too familiar, it was hard to believe
anybody could scream in that situation, yet there was little to draw from save
the songs that one already knew had been sung to manipulate the undercurrent.
Again and again, having nothing to say begged the question of why to tell others
what they wanted to hear. Instead of taking a risk, the writing in blue wasn’t part
of it, the status quo pictured in the failure to make the contest better, a shadow
that hovered on the back of the neck. No one would mention who was involved.
Huddled in a room among many rooms or a street among many streets,
stretching or playing or crying in the morning sun, focus tight against the
windows as if to push through the pane or imagine how much getting to the other
side could do. Things had been learned—that the body ﬂouted itself awkwardly
and needed restraint, that thinking had to accept procedure, that a straying
mind made outcasts—and feeling them wrong, feeling the desire to tear the sky
down and start over, could nothing more be needed than a shared glance or an
agreement to wander furtively, the pleasure of reﬂected refusal in a sprawl of
expression? What to do with the stories that such recognition inevitably receded,
turned the dream maze corner onto its own emptiness? Maybe it was possible
to wish harder, to force the air to become palpable, to stun what could only be
confusion back to a clear drive to the center or a slow swirling play of folds, skin
glistening and eyes shining, riding the body like a wave of release. Instead, places
one had never seen, functionaries one had never heard of, split the curve, turned
it away, left the coerced participants with a need to stare back at each layer
forgotten or remembered too well, no certain rush of liberation surging around
a ﬂuid bend, itself not ﬁnal, though there were instants when sun or wind or a
rooted crevice could bring any unit right there, drenched in the burgeoning of a
passing full stop.
But here it was: an inability, a reversal, at the core of all deepest
commitments. The way what the maneuver did not believe animated many
essential maneuvers. Production without belief in production, standards while
rejecting standards, a loathing of smiles or nods that nonetheless smiled or
nodded. The idea of group solidarity spoken by whoever had made the most
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ruthless individual leap. Capitalizing on new languages of liberty, the
vocabulary of freedom developed innovative forms of seizure, containment,
protection, boundary. The hollowness was best exploited by those most
enraged by the hollows, those most bent on ﬁlling them in. And given
the barrage of curves, replacements, turnovers, blunders, swift switches
of allegiance in which members of organizations could remember their
organizations, these determined strugglers could indeed envision themselves as
good, for if they were not, who was? The details of the reversal—that one did
not believe in what one did—provided a stripped down possibility for clogging
the pipes with new rejections, new wastes that could not be turned into any
kind of bottom line fertilizer. One might have said that the most lauded
maneuver was to reject an enemy by imitating an enemy, then casting the
imitation upwards towards the ﬂattest and most brutal surfaces, while beneath
the sparks and the friction, an incoherent bubbling could pop and vanish, pop
and vanish, an introverted unheard ﬁreworks outlawed from the sky.
With intervals ordered into predictable production curves, nonetheless
this or that unit found itself occasionally outside the slotted tracks. Such
moments could seem a revelation, and the body could sparkle with a newfound
connection to grass or trees or water, could feel itself become physical,
immersed, interactive with its surroundings in a way that did not seem merely
a function of interfacing grids. Yet certain units, ﬁnding themselves in too
many of these moments successively, might tighten with an unexpected
burden or toss about on fractals of lostness, original elation collapsing into
a terror so old it seemed to have no name, a separating, a falling, a lack of
discernable sight lines that could stun like darkness in a total deprivation tank,
though one’s body remained tensely poised for any touch. At such moments
the interlocking wires of resource exchange could appear an undulating,
protective womb, an encompassing mother metaphor instead of a hierarchy of
linguistic and motor skill handbooks and judicial paybacks. Given rhetorically
to gestures dismissive of supposedly metallic interiors, even the most reactively
or proactively committed to the notion of a trajectory outside could ﬁnd
themselves delineating their own set of repeatable responses to strategies of
positioning or of the ﬂamboyance of a temporary non-position.
Possibilities for sinking under, named and listed in a dizzy combination
of cross-referenced sources, still had a glowing allure, a vividness like skin
suddenly goose-pimpling in a thrilling shiver. Publically denigrated in powerful
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campaigns that ebbed and waned according to the occurrence of events seldom
resembling the interpretations of them that squeezed the events themselves out
of existence, a wide array of methods for punishing or pleasuring the body, or
pleasuring it through punishment or punishing through pleasure, could be found
if one knew where to look and could sometimes even be advertised, as long as
the advertisement niche did not get too overtly exposed to those deployment
systems that would directly disapprove. Items could be swallowed, smoked,
sniffed, inhaled, injected; sensations included euphoria, despair, religious visions,
an inability to move, unexpected ﬂagrant violations of unexpressed but very real
codes for how to slide one’s body in relation to other bodies. One of the most
commonly reported effects were disturbances to senses of production cycles;
sometimes these disturbances even caused massive deterioration to the cycles
themselves, although such deterioration was usually countered by swift and
decisive motions designed to cut out the offending body, though suggestions
about where such bodies could go to rehabilitate and possibly re-enter prior
grooves had become a usual after-effect of the decisive cutting. Such extreme
measures were common if hardly constant, yet aesthetic attempts to alter the
body still had led to voluminous literature and a widely passed around oral folk
wisdom, or else created a lack of wisdom often known to be such as thoroughly
as it was also followed. In these situations and many others, what one said often
became a cover for what one intended to do, even and especially if the saying
appeared a rejection of the doing.
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Michael Slosek
from Each In Neither

Christ only calling
the beat machine
to retire
excise, apart of hardship
or crank case
a national arsenal.
Noun-language as
well oriented
essentials.
Take lung, a screen
of consensual love —
nerve here
is stitched, or
stoned wraith performs
talk — screw on lid 1.
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clear not talk —
take a wraith
upon a bone —
several centuries old.
pin by wrist
injure, her
some and this
or other, costs well
by consensual stone
by families resemble —
to fell from
an oven.
can shove a gun —
can lose a nettle —
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by radio
we mean what listens —
a special turn
in circumstance
holds against, gets
notched glass
a maneuver to exit
to half struck —
to disappearance,
ﬁlls us up. Generates
a drum, spells —
a beach shucked
of sand, inert matter —
tuned down
hocks numbers
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down one — same occurrence
incomed. A raised letter day,
spine along, a plate
save us a dredged desert
a sun, dehydrate-lung
shot til the cartridge empties.
An autonomous worked silver
sled — poor of us
walking. Names well, an
inch by hour —
protracted arcade, ends
but technical. Mouth
us upended era.
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Keith Tuma
After Theory, After American Poetry:
A Review-Essay
The Darkness Surrounds Us: American Poetry is a special issue of The
Edinburgh Review edited by Sam Ladkin and Robin Purves and featuring essays and
commentary on American poetry. The work of Charles Olson, John Ashbery,
Robert Creeley, Gilbert Sorrentino, William Burroughs, Frank O’Hara, Edward
Dorn, John Wieners, Harry Matthews, Charles Bernstein, Harmony Korine,
Rene Ricard, Mark Doty, Andrea Brady, and Carol Mirakove is discussed in
full length and shorter essays. Add to these names the poets whose writing is
sampled in the back of the book—Clark Coolidge, William Fuller, Rachel Loden,
Heather Fuller, Ben Marcus, and Jennifer Moxley, together with Matthews,
Brady, and Mirakove—and one has a list of post-1945 American poets with
substantial or growing reputations among “advanced” poets in Cambridge. One
would need to add other poets whose work is included in the Salt anthology
Vanishing Points, co-edited by the Cambridge poet and academic Rod Megham
and John Kinsella, to have the expanded version of the emergent Cambridge
canon (if the idea of a canon of this work isn’t ludicrous)—Lyn Hejinian, Susan
Howe, Marjorie Welish, Peter Gizzi, Lee Ann Brown, Stephen Rodefer, and
Lisa Jarnot.
For those who know the Cambridge scene a little the contents of The
Edinburgh Review, as also the Salt anthology, will not much surprise. The work
of Pound, Olson, and O’Hara is crucial to the shape of 20th-century American
poetry in Cambridge, and O’Hara and Edward Dorn are probably the most
important post-1945 American poets there. More recently, the transatlantic
Mina Loy has appeared on the lists of younger Cambridge writers thinking
about a ﬁrst modernist generation.
The list of American poets who might have a continuing claim on the
attention of American readers has been greatly expanding in recent years, as
anthologists and scholars “recover” forgotten or neglected poets and the “canon”
grows by simple addition, though it is not clear that younger American poets
(not to mention scholars and other readers) read all of the newly reintroduced
work that shows up in this or that anthology or literary history (which is
only one reason for my scare quotes around “canon”). The list of American
A review of “The Darkness Surrounds Us”: American Poetry. Edinburgh Review #114 (2004).
Sam Ladkin and Robin Purves, eds. 244 pp. £5.99. ISBN 1-85933-221-8.
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poets who matter to readers in the sense of guiding practice or shaping poetic
or critical values is much smaller, and the list of American poets who matter
to British readers will inevitably be still smaller. While I am certain that not
every “advanced” poet in Cambridge—admitting this as a small subset of the
larger category of poets in Britain—values the work of every American poet
on the above list of names, I do have the sense that most of these American
poets are widely recognized in Cambridge as important to contemporary poetic
practice. It is an encouraging development to see that, in this special issue of The
Edinburgh Review as also the Salt anthology, younger American women writers
are beginning to show up on the radar in Cambridge, though it is depressing that
American writers of color still do not.
As I said, there are not many surprises in the book edited by Ladkin
and Purves—poets whose work I would not think to ﬁnd in such a volume—but
there are a few. Mark Doty’s poems treat autobiographical subject matter in a
meditative, discursive manner that, together with the proﬁle of his publishers,
tends to identify him as a “mainstream” poet. Most of the other poets discussed
in the book are typically identiﬁed with alternative or “avant-garde” tendencies
in American poetry, though admittedly these terms are at risk of becoming little
more than names for networks of afﬁliation. The poem by Jennifer Moxley
that concludes the book, for instance, is both autobiographical and meditative
and by virtue of those qualities not so different from Doty’s work, although its
long line and name-checking of friends brings it closer to what one ﬁnds in some
of O’Hara’s work. It would be positively pig-sticking news if one could detect
something as coherent as a set of evaluative principles in the list of American
writing preferred in Cambridge, but while one can point to large quantities of
American writing that don’t come in for consideration—most of the so-called
mainstream, language writing, vispo, and so on—the Cambridge “canon” is
eclectic enough to resist easy characterization. Differences between, say, the
post-Olsonian archival interventions of Susan Howe’s lyric fragments and the
more conceptual (and more playful) lyric sequences of Marjorie Welish are
considerable, and both bodies of work have little in common with the recent
work of the two English poets now arguably most inﬂuential in Cambridge—J.
H. Prynne and John Wilkinson—even though Prynne and Wilkinson have both
indicated their respect for Welish’s work. The American writers of interest in
those circles do not have much use for traditions of demotic speech, for example,
in the way that some of the work of the Scottish poet Tom Leonard owes its
rhythms and idioms to Glaswegian speech. One could compile a list of similar
exclusions or point to a preference for modes of syntax or rhythmical closure.
But in the end I’d wager that the list of Americans of interest in Cambridge
has grown up partly on an ad hoc basis, partly via personal engagements and
publishing histories, and partly as a reading list inherited from poets like Prynne,
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Raworth, and Riley, among other senior poets in Cambridge.
Though I take it that its co-editors are Cambridge graduates and part of
the continuing conversation in advanced poetry circles in Cambridge, the book
also includes other perspectives on the interface of British and American poetry.
While Allen Fisher is respected by the Cambridge crowd, he was not educated
there and has other histories of afﬁliation. His essay takes up—among other
samples of American poetry—the work of Gilbert Sorrentino, whose poetry is
not much read in Cambridge now, I think, or anywhere else for that matter. (Eric
Mottram, the late London-based associate of Fisher, valued the work enough to
write about it.) Fisher’s essay sketches a post World War II American “epiphany
of exteriority.” Insofar as his remarks are concerned with the speciﬁcity of an
American experience of “spacetime” in a particular historical moment, he refers
to a paradigm for British-American relations in poetry that arguably belongs to
a moment that has now passed, or that the volume’s editors want to claim is now
passing. The paradigm is national (though not nationalist). Fisher describes a
“proposed shift of paradise in North America, from an enclosure to an outside,”
as this “developed after 1940 into a proposed shift of paradise from the Earth to
another planet,” and then relates this “shift” to modes of subjectivity explored
by post-1945 American poetry—not only Sorrentino’s but also Ashbery’s and
Creeley’s—as that poetry exposed “the deﬁciency of the sovereign interiority of
the separated being.” The turning outward in this American poetry is in stark
contrast, he feels, with the “inturning need to remember, reﬂect, and ostensibly to
deal with . . .the post-war legacy” that characterizes post World War II European
and British poetry. As Fisher acknowledges, there are contemporaneous poets
in Britain and elsewhere who explored related modes of subjectivity—readers
of this review will know their names as also the histories of inﬂuence, in which
Black Mountain and the New York School ﬁgure prominently. My point is
that Fisher represents post-1945 American poetry as having opened up new
possibilities for poetic practice, as having pointed if not led the way.
In their introduction, Purves and Ladkin admit that in the not so distant
past speciﬁc British poets found in American poetry “a new prosodically and
politically urgent kind of ‘freedom.’” Opinions have differed about when
exactly British poets were most intensely engaged with contemporary American
practice, about when it made sense to say, with Fisher, that American poetry
was pointing the way; Peter Riley, for instance, likes to say that an “American
moment” in British poetry was over by the late 1960s. Riley’s statement obviously
does not account for the ways that speciﬁc British poets have in more recent
decades produced work in conversation with language poetry and other newer
developments in American poetry. What’s notable about the introduction, as
also about Riley’s statement, is the insistence that things have changed—that
American poetry no longer leads the way as it might once have, or once did
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for some poets, including Fisher apparently, among other poets associated with
“advanced” circles.
If it has sometimes been awkward for British poets to acknowledge
American inﬂuence, that is because American political, cultural, and economic
hegemony since World War II has obviously had consequences for British
poets. It is hard still to get American poets to realize this; they continue to know
and care little about recent British poetry. For British poets, “avant-garde”
and otherwise, the question of the relationship of one national tradition to the
other—or, better, of poetry produced in the one nation to poetry produced in
the other—has often been vexed, and declarations of afﬁliation have had costs.
In the simple-minded rhetoric of most literary journalism, anti-Americanism is
subject to cycles much like trends in consumerism, and can make for the rise or
fall of fortunes among purportedly more indigenous or “national” traditions of
practice, so that if the moment is right even a suburban garden troll like Don
Paterson can boost his reputation in certain circles by claiming that what he
does is “British” rather than “American.” Of course, in recent years it has also
seemed more important than ever to challenge American hegemony, and while
the editors of this volume have no use for arguments such as those of the garden
trolls their introduction does for understandable reasons quietly bemoan the
existence of “a muted but obstinate tendency. . .to look to the United States to
supply the resources for either establishing or attacking what happens next in the
world and in a poet’s relation to the world” even as this tendency is “accompanied
by a prepared scepticism about the availability of those resources.”
If resisting American hegemony is your goal, probably no kind of poetry,
wherever or however it’s made, is likely to be of much use. What most credibly
occasions this volume is the recognition that the terms of British engagement
with American poetry must change because the world has changed. The national
drops out of any picture of contemporary poetic practice insofar as the national
identiﬁes “American poetry” as other to “British poetry.” Where American poetry
was once taken to embody a “freedom to say,” the more critical understanding of
freedom as relative rather than absolute leaves the editors speaking in diminished,
negative terms of a “freedom” that “amounts to the inability of a text (or a human
being) to prevent itself from being made to say.” Speciﬁc American poetry
continues to be valued, but valued for its “avoidance of the accents of power”
or its “evasion of piety and self-righteousness” rather than for what it offers by
way of permission or “freedom to say.” Without question, this knowledge of
the complex determinations and limits of “freedom,” in writing as otherwise,
has inﬂuenced poetic practice in Britain and the United States, particularly in
advanced poetry circles. Poetic practice on both sides of the pond has been
newly divided into groups operating within one or another paradigm, which we
might call pre-skeptical and post-skeptical, or pre- and post-theoretical, thereby
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making for new or renewed alliances between groups of like-minded poets in
both nations. It is among some if not all groups of “advanced” poets—the postskeptical or post-theoretical crowd—that the discourse of national identity is
suspect. The introduction by Ward and Purves appropriately cites Edward
Dorn’s poem “The North Atlantic Turbine,” a poem in which what counts as
“American” and “British” matters less than the circulation of those identities
within the economic, political, and military machinery of the North Atlantic and
NATO. That poem argues that we should begin naming ourselves “in a larger
than national way.” I couldn’t agree more, which puts me outside some English
gardens, I suppose, or leaves me to piss on their gates.
The contributors to this volume mostly resist the temptation to contrast
in broad terms the situation of American and British poetry, and there is little
interest in presenting a more nuanced account of either the practice or reception
of speciﬁc poetry in either nation, or in regions within the nation. Most of
the essays in the volume are old-fashioned studies of a poet or body of poetry,
“readings” as one says. At least two of the essays are outstanding examples of
this mode of critical work and well worth the price of the book—Ladkin’s long
essay on Dorn’s Gunslinger and John Wilkinson’s essay on the poetry of John
Wieners. Ladkin patiently reads some of the most difﬁcult passages in Dorn’s
poem beside relevant fragments by Parmenides. It’s not news that Parmenides,
who is named in the poem, matters signiﬁcantly to it, but while the tendency of
previous critics has been to nod to Parmenides and then move on to Heidegger’s
reading of the pre-Socratics, Ladkin works through a range of etymologicallybased readings to uncover a Parmenidean grid for the poem. He also points
out that the poem’s one section called “The Cycle” owes quite a bit to Shelley’s
“The Triumph of Life,” crediting Rod Mengham for directing him to Shelley’s
poem. Ladkin also has much of interest to say about the ways that, for the anticapitalist Dorn, “Ontology is not isolated from the history of capital: ownership
of an individual’s time alters the very possibilities for Being.” And he includes a
useful compendium of facts about Howard Hughes.
If Ladkin’s essay now becomes the indispensable essay on Dorn’s most
celebrated poem, Wilkinson’s essay on Wieners inaugurates serious reading
of the Boston poet in the context of American women’s poetry. I have read
enough of Wieners to have recognized the poet’s debt to Jacobean and Caroline
poetry—Wilkinson looks at Wieners’ “Desperation” beside Richard Crashaw’s
“M. Crashaw’s Answer for Hope”—but I had not known of the extent of the
poet’s interest in the work of Sara Teasdale, Eleanor Wylie, and especially Edna
St. Vincent Millay. Wilkinson writes that “While Charles Olson may have been
Wieners’s acknowledged poetic father, the matrix from which he was born as
a poet was female and decidedly not modernist.” This leads to a number of
sharp observations about the tension between modernist “object-particularity”
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and a “discourse of social generality” in the work of Wieners and others. I
should note that the work of Millay has sustained a signiﬁcant readership in and
beyond academe in the United States—she is more widely read than Wilkinson
supposes.
Two essays in the collection offer something more than readings. Stephen
Thomson’s essay, the ﬁrst in the collection, takes up Charles Olson’s Maximus
Poems as an occasion to demonstrate how difﬁcult it is for the criticism of poetry,
as for poetry itself, to avoid appealing to “ideas of autopoeisis as its ﬁrst resource.”
Thomson’s is a tour de force post-Derridean argument—though Derrida is not
mentioned—about “the danger of reducing poetry. . .to a static thetic moment”
and “the need to talk about the temporal dispersion of text.” The mast in Olson’s
“Letter 7” gets an entertaining workout as a ﬁgure for what I will reluctantly
call Olson’s phallogocentrism. In Thomson’s Olson, the push outward through
the darkness of and surrounding the self assumes a more troubling dimension,
though Thomson does not risk identifying Olsonian reading or writing—or any
other reading and writing—with an imperial self. Like most of the essays in this
book, Thomson’s is cast in ﬁne and witty prose and is wonderfully self-reﬂexive
in admitting that the kind of imposition on texts that he ﬁnds even sophisticated
readers guilty of is not something that he easily avoids.
Chris Goode discusses “Butter and Eggs,” menu poems by Harry
Matthews, a recent poem by Charles Bernstein entitled “In Particular,” and
writing by Harmony Korine and Rene Ricard, in order to think about the status
of information in poetry as that has changed in recent years, setting Wittgenstein’s
much-quoted aphorism about poetry and information beside a recent historical
development that was news to this American—the North American Industry
Classiﬁcation System’s decision to reclassify poetry as information. A number of
important arguments have rested upon Wittgenstein’s famous claim that poetry,
though “composed in the language of information,” is not “used in the language
game of giving information.” Forrest-Thomson, for one, cites the remark in her
study of poetic artiﬁce as she argues against critical practices emphasizing what
she calls “naturalisation”: the “attempt to reduce the strangeness of poetic language
and poetic organization.” Critical values and reading practices associated with
“naturalisation” have shaped a particular British mainstream poetic practice, she
argues. At this distance and taken by itself Wittgenstein’s aphorism strikes me
as cryptic, potentially useful to just about any argument about poetry one might
wish to make, which is to say about as useful as the equally celebrated statement
about the impossibility of writing lyric poetry after—oh, I don’t know, what
was it—the collapse of the rubber industry in Akron. I can’t understand how
the NAICS reclassiﬁcation really matters much to poetry, though it’s a nice fact
to toss in an essay. On the other hand, the question of how we can, should, or
do read the propositions and “information” offered in poetry as opposed to the
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propositions and information offered by other forms of discourse strikes me as
a very important, if not new, question. With considerable wit and intelligence
Goode demonstrates the question’s purchase on recent writing, surveying the
ways that information performs or functions in several texts. As a sample of what
he is talking about, here are a few lines from Bernstein’s poem “In Particular,” a
long list poem made up entirely of phrases like the following:
A black man waiting at a bus stop
A white woman sitting on a stool
A Philipino eating a potato
A Mexican boy putting on shoes

This is a poem in which Bernstein seems to be thinking about classiﬁcation, or
about the ways that classiﬁcation ﬁgures in identity politics in the United States.
Goode asks if the structure of the poem, which he describes as “looped like a
Möbius band,” functions as the “perimeter fence of an area of ironic seclusion.”
He then juxtaposes Bernstein’s poem with a text by the British performance
group Forced Entertainment, which in turns leads him to a number of conclusions
about the status of information in writing:
[As] the amount of available information increases, its value naturally
decreases unless consumption is managed in such a way that demand
continues to outstrip supply. In practice, though, the hyperacceleration
of supply tends, currently, to exert a pressure which eventually forces
a kind of state-change in the way the reading audience apprehends that
information. Immanent value (the haecceity of Matthews’s poached
eggs, or of Bernstein’s ‘Mexican boy putting on shoes’) suddenly
sublimes into transcendental value. No longer experiencing form, the
consumer perceives only scale. At this point, information itself loses
its essence and becomes iconic, spectacular: ‘somewhat tradeable’ in
the sense of interchangeable, no longer semantically distinct; re-valued
because it occupies a region beyond the individual reach, beyond
assimilation. The meaning within information completely shifts
its location to become a surface attribute. Through its multiplicity
and undifferentiation information becomes simply that which travels,
that pinpoint of photochemical expression by which speed becomes
invisible.
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Goode’s conclusions are not happy ones, seeming to imply that it is now impossible
to distinguish between a poetics of realism and a poetics of banality. Within a
world of interchangeable information, where information is mere form, Charles
Bernstein’s deadpan send-up of the discourses of identity politics is only on the
way to contemporaneity. Bernstein’s rhythms echo the work of Edward Lear,
as Goode notes, and while his phrases feature syntactic and other repetitions
that give them the appearance of machine-generated text, his text continues
to depend upon authorial agency and artifactual process. An anti-conceptual
art like that of Kenneth Goldsmith tries to limit or minimize such agency and
would thus be more exactly contemporaneous. The more interchangeable the
information, the more of it there is, the less one needs to pay attention to it. The
bigger the book, we might soon say, the less reason to read it.
Goode’s essay comes closest to living up to the implicit promise made
by the book’s editors in trying to identify something like a new politico-cultural
paradigm emerging for poetry. This is despite the fact that he is nowhere
concerned with American or British writing per se, or the relationship between
them, and moves easily back and forth between Britain and the United States.
The new paradigm is one of stasis and dread but also, in ways that are just barely
evident to me now, perhaps of some small degree of hope. The new paradigm, it
might be, will generate or hope to value writing that is beyond the irony of easy
sophistication and knowingness—what John Waters did not mean when he had
a character in his ﬁlm Pecker toast “the end of irony.” At a moment when what we
have with media saturation is the structure of information—that is, the structure
without content—we arguably need information—content—more than ever.
Toward the end of his essay, Goode cites a few sentences from a blog
entry by Brian Kim Stefans dating from 2003. Stefans says that, since September
11, 2001, “My sense is that we’re kind of hanging in-between, waiting for that
world ‘to be born’ that, from this vantage, doesn’t look very good though I have
the feeling that, once it’s here, we’ll all know what to do.” I agree with Goode
that “it’s all there” in these sentences by Stefans—the “sense of impotence,
of individual and collective agency being out of reach” that characterizes our
moment. One response to this sense of collective impotence is despair, while
another might be activity for the sake of activity, which is to say frenzy. But
there must be something more, and whatever it is it must push beyond “the
worn ironies of an age of relative ‘prosperity,’” to quote Goode quoting Stefans.
As Goode notes, it is up to “the producers of poetry” to make “the giving of
information” relevant again. We’ll need be working on the recipe for that.
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Mark Mendoza
variation
after Haroldo de Campos after Edwin Morgan

THE USURPITABLE the loverable the nozzlerable the malble
the ganlandiose the ﬂatfulus the fetterminal the carsidal
the fornippable the astinging the eyeratulous the martrocious
the deginertent the inspectre the pastiferous the sturmfooking
the tenstacular the slipperous the falstifying the feeming
the supermonket the vendrabid the superacking the suprashital
the polsterable the acompsted the invialatust the toomurmurked

FUCROYALBREES
COULEESRFABRY
EFUBARRECOSLY
UROARFLEECYBS
RACEYOURSELBF
UOYRBLACFEERS
ROYARCLUBFEES
LYRFACESORBYE
BUSOYALECRORE
CELEBRAFYOURS
CEFEBARROUSLY
BUFERROYSALEC
FOCUBARRYLEES
YBARFLOCUREES
ROARYBEESCLUF
ACEOURBRYSELF
BRACEYOURSELF

program
the reader (operator)
may goon at pleasure
doing new variations
with the given parameters
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Emily Critchley
NEIL pattison’S READING
Elixirs stress
Suggestive of feeling industry.
Pause frequently
Punished moment.
Tapped manifesto-like
Boldly before addition.
As and knowing.
Couldn’t be full to blink.
Bit in throat tests,
Were serial.
Pause hover
Afﬁrmation digits.
[1. 2. 3.]
Knowing collaborative effects, And how to be,
Each one
it.
Ongoing distant
Ethnographics.
Dynamism suggestive
Worked by others.
Rodefer, Manson
et al.
Grouping genealogical
Accounts.
Cut provocative,
Acclamations loosely held origin.
Tiptoeing most
Strewn walkways.
Pointed and dearly
Held on to place
- Meant for spiny
In-vigour.
Shook minute
Attempts.
Saying emphasis in
Crucial.
Hosting thought
Processes.
Offer readings in locale.
Central cant Can it
Between friends?
Place examine
In between
Border practices.
Why - but assembled.
Remote
Overwhelming display.
Arrest ramiﬁcations.
Almost met through each StrongStressed engendering. Through growing encounter exigencies,
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Growing on me.
- Each darkened to void, to wind it
With surplus. Startled Improvise sentence emergent,
Each minute attachments.
Attempt panoptic recent as image
Strangeness.

Here as in mostly those walkways.
Meandering surplus
- No, punished more dominants.
Bold as in Latin,
Your sequence has met toward
Refractory pain.
Under-owed
Descant.
Real stress suggestive of currents.
The violent create-purpose.
With distant shadings
So countless before paid
Comprehensions.
A posture not placeable.
Preserving extraordinary
Meant for causing proximal access.
Walkways
Cleared because venture.
No, raw tremor cordis.
Saved it that
Voice up. Say
Somebody else’s performance.
Order that sense attends.
Gestures violent in earnest
Learned for scrutinizations.
There’s other subjectives now.
It has come from
- Admitting the terrors
Of partial attempt
Leaping like caveat
- Proximally greet an accord.
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HAMBURGER LANDING
(sung to the tune of Goodbye Lenin)

It’s a homology, honest.
Scratching the surface aesthetics will knowing-love-holding-this-stereotype-origin.
I’m for this TOTAL then-nature I’m for grappling always, not raising potentiates.
Thinking it over, speciﬁcally NOT reading up closure,
intended technologizations having this sped-out-&-stretched-over-brutalized-culture.
Pouring off line-endings - we talked in the meanings of Java.
I’m for ﬂagellating the i’s off centralised wording mechanisms One line too many & it’s all corrupted.
Conscripting party sensitives, somewhat quiet about interference.
Order: a U.S. rare beef steak to go Don’t allow those inﬂuences into your homes. Yet the animal magnetism
- radiates into the cracks,
- gets in everywhere!
Who crept under the microfoil. It’s something other than - large
blockades of information. There’s a recent buzzing, it happens ALL THE
TIME.
Maybe I’ll cadge a lift
into the soda stream
of your love
if you offer.
Having someone appointed to talk about
- except all that screaming around 2 a.m. You show up to the house
choking on your own conformism.
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It’s the wording at those things wheres my imagination.
Minutes around notes deaden further into the cracks.
Where were you outside MacDonalds in the vision anyway?
Make your surrender quiet in the former airbag, where you’re ALMOST a
hologram. Note: having met you before relapse, but never quite after
performance.
Can’t it absorb fallout from the
song-&-dance routine agony columns… Doesn’t it come - two for one with a cut-out, a face like Lavinia Greenlaw.
It’s a monotony, sometimes. But then inculcates into somebody else at the side-show department.
Going to blow this subtext if you don’t FOR ME ridiculous sublimate details.
That sliding in almost-assurance, which said increments frustrate over
a certain hatchet job, lets call it (convenient) D.I.Y.
Impossible ﬁgures, not a word now about dictate origins.
How many questions to go, I have none, except in my head.
I want to be outlawed from culture when I grow up.
Having the recent primary aims to be happy is all I care about.
Quietly censored.
OR, money’s a cruel aggregate.
Waiting to plug their fantasy headlines into a whole.
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Scott MacLeod
C’EST UN AMI
“We’re going to spend all summer looking at this thing. On one piece
of paper or one canvas and we’re going to look at it until we get it
exactly the way it is. Then we’re going to keep working on it until we
kill it. And then we’re going to keep working on it until it comes back
on its own.” — de Kooning
“We’re summers already going past what examines this thing. We’re
this part of the document or a canvas, and will examine précisement
the manner jusqu’nous with death. Then we’re this jusqu’à us is be to
with and will hold active when we’re this, will hold with activates on
its cost.” — MacLeod

(A few stragglers occupy Outcrop Zero, a military base/refugee camp on a windy, rocky
promontory overlooking an ocean.)
Major Brass:
Tough tactics. I long for a piece of self-absorbing ass.
Cemetery Stoner:
A soon as whales’ ghost gives up Daisey’s tush & booboos.
(Clock ticks)
Major Brass:
Pull chains, fold in mechanism’s sprung lungs, broken links, calling foul.
Global Villager (reading lips):
According to my expectations, the Sea intends big waves to ﬂavor the partyline,
bloom like Big News on the day’s recitals. Papyri bob like apples.
Bubbles:
Inside, outside or upside down, it’s all just rectal brunt to my stone-ground
nose.
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Major Brass:
Drops design the ocean, drunks design the road. Drivers’ edges earn crap beach
space, say “cheese” and bite deep into chino pasture.
Bubbles:
Koran harlots may guzzle copula prism like pufﬁng hot bobble heads, but mature
sprites, we ark the lactase cellophane knife, help Kobe ﬂap labs, juggle erotic
euclidean tasks.
Major Brass:
Taste embosses the center’s deceit-wide myth while stinking thief Uncle Dotcom
riﬂes baggy-waist jeans in pantheistic mid-life transition. Months haggle, time
runs out, Nature runs all hacks to ground.
Cemetery Stoner:
Man, the cuts tic d’erts botched! Donut we lung for some ocher pierce?
Global Villager:
Poor us! Right when the toe of the dish soap suits the portions, right when we
ﬁnally obtain the rights of the radon ring, the edge of wild disco wind sweeps
habit out the edge of our backyard ermitaño, falsiﬁes the dirt-yellow periscope,
hasjiejs the matinee out the edge of the next street! Slumber falls! And where
the spur of the wolf frowns, the edge meows by maymythe, for why they Tarn!
Bubbles:
The transfer of khaki hydra starts off the prolix texts of wily young snoot kin:
street octopi ﬁlling parking lots to the brink.
Major Brass:
Piqued parking glut.
Bubbles:
Code lurks in ratio to patio.
Global Villager:
Read burnt rugged byline, mope.
Major Brass:
Glossary = All Knowing = Thumbtacks
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Cemetery Stoner:
We axe the lasts cipher bagel. Woeful impetus.
Global Villager:
Cuprous digression candidate!
Cemetery Stoner:
Hey, young person-nap of CHÈVRE, go pneumatic tumble hasjiesjmatinee edge
zalige! By the may my my, why the muskus of the hiring store? The typestyle
afﬂicting with oodjeimpuls? Pemmican without leaven to penetrate the coa?
Curb your few blurts while slates tern in wind-bootlegging shambles. Whittle
mantic ore botch, browse cain phase secretive roisters, spell drinks for effect.
Climb down off your ﬁef hoarse and let shops hire chord musk tarns, tumble
graft wherever cotton hashish matinee!
Global Villager:
The lung works at the edge of hocks up, at the edge of the meat gepooide. The
disco edge of the crap hound pings the inﬁnite diplomacy. (sighs)
(Zeefje, snapping snaar muskus, uses the store)
Bubbles:
Myth of the slipped-on sausage portions of the soap dish on the ice cream
sidewalks of Musewelhaak.
Major Brass:
Global edge-cap dyed diameter of the impact at Outcrop Zero.
Zeefje:
Minutely-felt dirge of the wild emptiness of the blue cotton sky.
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Stuart Calton
VERSUS ALL OVER BODY-GHOST
Wake up production ghost to replace
you in satin can’t move leg becomes
rhetorical blankets of ectoplasmic
slag situate you at 05:15 in a
nodal cupboard-like bucket interface
all sawn up and immaterialised in
solidarity into everyone else yours
unscriptedly who pricks what when
who cares anyhow you get reformed
and I care, Jack. We all do the electric pincushion slots dance into the star-spread
Small Wonder Pin Blossom stuffed with
autopoiesis or mounted in a bodytechnology interstice so whilst the cited
former-speech act hangs from the
air-con vent, yours airily pop so the
pillow spinning across the ceiling is
the one under your head and your
head follows the great belvedere of
strained carrot or gender normalcy
laid out in ice trays, your shout.
Afterwards you still can’t move, ghost
conclave into the mattress situates you
as untested returns encoded into an
imaginary job app all around the world
everyone dissolved into a light-web, arm
check-box hyperlinked to the irrelevant
lip-ﬁeld disgustedly yours make a move for
etc. bury you. Cools down violently: each
twitch less than the last twitch over your
star-mapped nerve-colony heightens the
electric accuracy of whatever gets hauled out
your arse and graphically reassessed in
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the light of etc. makes factory-whistle eyes
explosively come alive forever yours,
and away into the night for one
night only and yours alone, Judith. The
biologistic two-gender model has
unaccountably gained ascendancy
hands down ﬂat out straight up hammers the
minute stars in over your cheeks black
as night is the head weighed down tits up.
Cite yourself at a vector of power
cut in the still bedroom curtains shedding
light on the ghost transformer’s perpetual
re-enactment of normative chest
compression ethnographically swapped
for your cavernous body-frame
galactically dispersed by your 209 signiﬁcation
motors into airy nebulae within a limiting
matrix of intelligibility and your
xiphoid process completely fucked. For each
human bone add a tiny ghost augments outperforming damn straight tiny their weight at
warp speed has a pure reiterative momentum tiny
coccyx with wings ghost. Distal phalanx
index ghost. Get 26 chains of discursive
production with each foot nailed down threads
of tiny speech act cut loose and spread
out over the valance like a toothbrush end
hacked off the central authoritative speech act
system spinal compaction tearing up
Spitzenleistung to the ghost-house.
Each atom and forelock near tugged
off in a performance of class which bisects
enigmatically with sleep paralysis and ﬂips
open to reveal a movable centrepiece of
stardust and kittens. Breath through your
eyes under the rotary ghost surround ﬁre
tears up the curtains and later resolves uniquely
quacking like self qua lack. On balance
malleus duck ghost on reﬂection ciliary
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body ghost cat on the vibes spectral mouthroof goose-fat boils stuffed with whippet
ghosts surf on the soft unpalatable
self-bruxing Pharyngopalatine emanation
down to the glottal beach head on the
pillow radial slab section of two oppositepolarity ﬂux tubes into the nostril one
two inner-ear ghost bones three and
around to the vat of ﬂaming antacid. Crowns
fall out. Fibrocartilage tugs loose and fogs
over. Stairwells dissolve. You ﬁt
yourself down perfectly to the ground.
Marauding through the baptism, illformulated speech-acts disﬁgure the surface
with unexpected and hilarious results. Yours
we, the people each at our own sealed
crossroads of heavy compacted light and
airy misadventure same hymn-sheet, different
text choose scapula for concept. Back under
the quilt of inﬁnity, crossroads reconﬁgure and
multiply shining paths in their myriad
tailored payment offers that suit you down to the
absolute revealed lower limit of your bedbound and wasted corpus. During the surprise
eviction you may experience a pronounced
drop in thing-ness sometimes coupled with
a curious tingling sensation / in the anus / on
vacation / whilst vacuuming / on a stakeout for
a fat lip, or just gathered here today queasy
in the vacated cortical mooring on a
secondment as the universal, or whatever. Hoovering I mean. That sensation and its vivid apprehension in the anus is itself a kind of writing.
Vacated bed socket option towel by the 2”
gap under the door now lie in it. You are a
set text, but can re-liquefy, and with a serving
suggestion to impress fruit into the meat vacuole
reinstating particularity add to taste and delete as
appropriate. Snap it out of it drag along nerve
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some nerve modiﬁed and erased those life
force palinodal opposite recant somatic spread
antic rhumba through the trick ﬂoor what is the
shape and quality of its knowing and its
putdownable extension dives under the divan
you cut up it shorten it down it // it / off it
you’ve got some nerves under pressure all of us
starry-eyed they bust we bust they bust we
bust and busting, leaf through. In the ﬁnal
analysis, we’ve only got each other, in a
sense, to read. Paused for a thought-provocation
of direst urgency nerve impacted hi. We
squeeze and evacuate into the world of spirits
jamboree warehouse, where universality in a
chronic paraclete tango weaves its fair design.
And a female upper body ghost too, so, not
only a spirit/consciousness (just like the
but a BODY too. They need it to ﬁt over it.
Nozzle protruding like is Galaxy air conditioning compressor bubbles out the rachis
monopole lattice hermetically yours over
you clicked on a distal phalanx, yours magnetically
over cancellous tissue compaction is
vital to the imaginary of a de-essentialised
embodiment triangulation, re: cat, dove,
fox (ghosts) laminar and misapplied socalled convection in bird bones. Mime bed
compression normal. 12 eye-bones and 2 to
3 negative Gs forever yours in the join the
utterance puzzle with pierced rainbows spurting
from the dove wings. So mime it this way. And
climbs down erratically by the power vested
in successive becomes a dizzying substitutional
defect as per ghost / bed / you because you can’t
pass etc. with your black fog delineated in
sparkling jolts and out the door to the windpipe
in a dazzling top-grade performance as a
casual, cool detective buried in ribs true or
false. Still watching the black cloud in
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on top of your mimed re-construction of
constructive dismissal ending with a
performance of actual job-loss barely
legible as reiteration out to the historicity of
discourse tube, passed off for your ambrosial
nostrils’ life’s work. See attached. Or, 1001
Arabian SMSs knocked together in a different
ecstatic dumb-show, or put differently, disembodied
as text and gnawed to relieve exhaustion is
release the ﬂavor with the grill for everything
tomato. With the onset of GLOC you may feel
the mass of the world bucket literal brow
ptosis splinter into one divine character
White Duralite Rope Light immanent everywhere
recontextualised ardor in the same black fog as a
construct validity sucking wads ski on the supraorbital ridge and ﬁnally knuckles yours
immoderately down posing a suffocation hazard.
You mix well. You walk around like you
take that down and owned up. As ghosted autoeroticism you scrub up theological
meaning well vested and not too bad given
alkaloids into saliva. Given that which by all of
I hope this detailed replica Xmas pantomographic spectral diorama lays bare the
ghost as elastomeric bruxing guard, yours
hetronormatively ﬂattened neurotypically
to bursting point, maxillofacially. Spirited
away in the pillow case and still half under on
the make-shift Halothane nose-cone you feel
the unique meaning-dispersal attributes and
just-picked taste of desiring indices you only
get from text. With the wake up call still
on hold soft vibes erupt through the whole
apparatus, cathexis to catheter, and the total
body ablation shuts you down opens up a
real possibility of complete apoptotic reconceptualisation no longer starred out but
glimpsed in the ﬂinches of saccadic masking.
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Roaring through the vacant ear, itself
a kind of text, the gentle boil wash in permanent
auditory rinse re-fries the good innings you had
had prior to the re-emergence of a newer
containerised self re-folding its absent
signiﬁers into a paper lobster under the
ghost-blanket. Deep and crisp and even
better value out from the centre, round to
the upper jaw and ﬁnalised with a fat fucking
bow across the bridge of the nose. Now let’s
see who drop. Over the head snarl up
transﬁgured the plural spirits, visible now as
the body’s diaspora gloriﬁed in rupture. The
ephemeris table below sites your ruined
xiphoid process at declination -19° 35.1’ with
labels every 15° of ecliptical longitude throat
cursory and tractate and uneven adverse under
to the blanket STOP. You live by the
text, you die by the air-con unit choking
on the speech act yours into the fondue
spirit mince. Second metatarsal drops
off the radar under the peg bed
leg an ulnar collateral between the implied
thumb and index in an act of radical
promising now pronounces you kind of bend and
twist elastic-constant convergence which in the
literal utterance of T, S sincerely and nondefectively promises that p to H if and only if
cracks and screws off. It’s 05:16 and
better-versed you tap a coin on the GemPro
50 and ﬂick the spectre on dimmer-switch for
the long haul. Those vitamin supplements
people ﬁlling the gel capsules are
tonight themselves the gel capsules we must get
beyond. And tomorrow we went off on our
head decentering the polypolar lattice jauntily
yours in productive enmeshment nobody. T
drops off, S & H skip with event-ness as historicity banners into the exploded starry ceiling
frieze as outlined in p. Go to the quietest
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part of your home. Begin to disengage, slowly
rotating and centrally condensed cloud up
to the eyeballs and genitals in a perennial
downward ﬁxation to the proplanetary disk on a
reverse pre-wash, literally transﬁxed in a
textual lacuna of phantomatic spectrality with a
at a / like a / the faint light of the stars over
the featured Spukdecke shimmers like monoxide
tents, brightly in wait for the astral knockout.
One sugar rush, a salt lick and 2 barium meals
later, and the reading hots up to evaporate into a
double-contrast shot. Pronounced man and supervised as a spectral incorporation of the nonreﬂective assertive the reﬂection nebula is
on the mat. Your sacrum to the left of
bright Pollux gleaming, gladiolus in 12pt solid
through a low blaze of stardust and each lambent
ﬁnger spread ﬂowing beneath the reversal of
an errant speech-act ﬂies open mounted at the
crown of Venus in a pattern of stresses no / or /
polyvalent codex is your enigmatically reframed
nostrum straight tripping on the cusp of Taurus
obliquely through the supernal forge. Try demo.
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Rob Read & AEM. Atone Neither Overﬂowing Clause. (producE Section, 2005)
Robert Fitterman. 1-800-Flowers: An Essay in Verse (porci con le ali, 2005)
Rod Smith. In Memory of My Theories (O Books, 1996)
Rupert Wondolowski. the whispering of ice cubes (Shattered Wig Press)
Sean Bonney. Document:hexprogress (yt communication, 2006)
Sean Finney. The Obedient Door (Meritage Press, 2005)
Sheila E. Murphy. Luminarias, Familiar Hinges (Wild Honey Press, 2001)
Simon Perril. Hearing is Itself Suddenly a Kind of Singing (Salt, 2004)
Skip Fox. At That (AhaDada Books, 2005)
Stephen Perkins. Photosrape 8 (Critical Documents, 2006)
– Imagined Museums (2005)
Stephen Ratcliffe. Sculpture (Littoral Books, 1996)
Steve Clews. From the Blue Book of Trumpington (Trumpet Press and Bluff Books, 1976)
Stuart Calton. The Corn Mother (Barque Press, 2005)
– The Bench Graft (Barque Press, 2004)
– United Snap Up (Fenland Hi-Brow Press, 2004)
tENTATIVELY, a cONVENIENCE. dop e #5-6. (Trash Multiple Editions)
– Neoism 101
Tertia Longmire & Aaron Williamson. Energies of Writing (Sound & Language, 1998)
Three Little Heretics. Critcial Path into the Bush, Part 1: Report to the Council (Cassus
Belli, 2003)
Tim Fletcher. Sheetlight (First Offense, 2001)
t. l. kryss. sunlight (Bottle of Smoke Press, 2005)
TNWK. The Books 6/7 (2006)
– Millenium Collection (object books, 2000)
– scrap books one hundred (object books, 2000)
Wanda O’Connor. Sex at 32, or something like it (above/ground press broadside #227)
– If the Skin is Crisp: Eat It (2005)
William R. Howe. Don’t Panic (Crapper Editions, 2006)
– Sitnalta (Slack Buddha Press, 2005)
– Home Launch Kit / Aeropoem 1 (tailspin press, 2002)
– tripﬂea (book) (tailspin press, 2002)
– Floor Them All (Center for the Study of Accelerated Aesthetics, 1994)
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MAGAZINES / ANTHOLOGIES
1913: a journal of forms (1913 Press, 2005). ed Sandra Miller
15 Mothers (Vol 1; 2005). ed Grace Vajda
“a-a-a-a-a” (Contemporary Poetry Workshop Birkbeck). ed Stephen Mooney
A Lantern Pony (2006). ed Alexis Chema & Christina Hauser
Ad ssing the future (Contemporary Poetry Workshop Birkbeck). ed Ulli Freer, Aodhán
& Estaphin
Anthology of Twentieth Century British and Irish Poetry (Oxford University Press, 2001).
ed Keith Tuma
Bogg 72 (2002). ed John Elsberg
BOTH BOTH (Spring 2006). ed John Sakkis
BOTH BOTH (July 2006). ed Jessica Smith
BoXoN 20 (Juin 2006). ed Gilles Cabut, Georges Hassomeris, Julien D’abrigeon,
Cyrille Bret, Weiter, Gilles Dumoulin, Jean-Luc Michel, Sophie Nivet, Hugonnaud
Chicago Review (51:4 / 52:1; 2006). ed Josh Kotin
Curtal Sails (Bluff Books / el uel uel u / Good Elf / Writers Forum, 1976). ed sean o
huigin, bill grifﬁths, lawrence upton, steve clews, bob cobbing, jeremy adler, cris
cheek, peter mayer, p c fencott, jennifer pike, & herbert burke
DDC#040.002 #3. ed tENTATIVELY, a cONVENIENCE
Dirt (Nos 1 & 2; Persistencia Press, 2005). ed PR Primeau
Drill (Nos 3 - 7; House Press). ed Michael Slosek (cd w/ #7, ed Eric Unger)
Ecopoetics (Nos 3 & 4/5; Periplum Editions, 2003-2005). ed Jonathan Skinner
Electric City (House Press, 2005)
Ferrum Wheel 5: pipe bomb / picnic basket (2005). ed Chris Fritton
First Offense (No 16 Winter 2006). ed Tim Fletcher
Foursquare (Vol 1 No 1 June 2006). ed Jessica Smith
h u n d r e d s (2006). eds cris cheek & William R. Howe
He’s Asked For Size Ten Arial On This One & It Goes Over the Edge A Bit But If It’s Size Ten
Arial He Wants It’s Size Ten Arial He’s Getting Issue One. (Bad Press Serials 1.12, 2005).
ed Jow Lindsay, Marianne Morris, Jonathon Stevenson
hex map (yt communication bulletin, 31st May 2006). ed Sean Bonney
hick moth (yt communication bulletin, 2nd July 2006). ed Sean Bonney
House Organ 53 (Winter 2006). ed Kenneth Warren
I Am a Child: Poetry after Bruce Andrews and Robert Duncan (tailspin press, 1994). ed
William R. Howe & Benjamin Friedlander
Involuntary Vision: after Akira Kurosawa’s Dreams (Avenue B, 2000). ed Michael Cross
Language aLive (Nos 1 & 2; Sound & Language, 1995/1996). ed cris cheek
Magazine Cypress 4 (Cy Press, 2006). ed Dana Ward
Media L:anguage Poetics Show (November 15, 2005; SUNY-Buffalo). ed Loss Pequeño
Glazier & Melissa Berman
Megaphone Piggy 1 (Megaphone Piggy Press, 2005). ed Peter Drummond & Rachel
Smith-Romanchik
Megaphone Piggy 2 (Megaphone Piggy Press, 2006). ed Peter Drummond, Pete
Castaldo, Rachel Smith-Romanchik, & Bryan Grainger
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Pense Aqui: Revista de Arte Postal (Nos 231 & 232). ed José Roberto Sechi
portable manle spit #1 (producE Press, 2006). ed Rob Read
Psychic Rotunda (Nos IV/v & 6). ed John Barlow
Public Works: New Sequence-Length Writing by Women (Sound & Language, 1997). ed Ira
Lightman
Quid (Nos 13-16). ed Keston Sutherland
Rainbow Darkness: an Anthology of African American Poetry (Miami University Press,
2006). ed Keith Tuma
‘reception’ / ‘recepción’ #1 (LUC, Spring 2005). ed Piers Hugill & Martín Gubbins
Saturday Morning 3 (1977). ed Simon Pettet
Schism (Vol 2 Nos 11-24, 1985-1989). ed Janet Janet
Shattered Wig Review #4 (Shattered Wig Press). ed Rupert Wondolowski
Skald 23 (2006). ed Ian Davidson & Zoe Skoulding
small town 5 (2005). ed Logan Ryan Smith
Spell (2006). ed Eric Unger
some assembly required (Organic Glue Press, 2006). ed Tony Costic, Steph Elstro,
Amanda Jaksetic
Street Rat-bag (Nos 3 & 1/7th). ed tENTATIVELY, a cONVENIENCE & etta cetera
The Athenaeum Vol XCVI (Spring 2006). ed Justin Smith
Tinﬁsh 16 / Trout 13. (May 2006). ed Susan M. Schultz, Brian Flaherty, Anne
Kennedy, Tony Murrow, Robert Sullivan
Tolling Elves (Nos 26-36, 2005-2006). ed Thomas Evans
unarmed #53 (October 2005)
Vergassungspatriotisthmus #1 (Bad Press Serials 2.2, July 2005). ed Jow Lindsay,
Marianne Morris, Jonathon Stevenson
WORD (peek): schizotype (2006). ed Lauren Bender
Zine Solar System 6 (Fall 2004). ed Yul Tolbert
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brings the noise of these books that their publication by
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seeing it and the other stuff and get excited on the PayPal.
The melancholy of tiling.
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–Evie Shockley
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